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ABSTRACT 

This study focuses on the grammar of space analysis of the Dholuo motion verbs using the 

conceptual framework of Talmy‟s typology with the underlying hypotheses that the expression 

of Dholuo verbal motion expression is lexicalized in the main verb; that Dholuo expresses the 

Figure, Ground, Path, Motion, Manner and Cause in a motion event, while taking into account 

Talmy‟s typology especially for the satellite frame pattern lexicalization of Dholuo motion 

verbs. 

The study presents the data on Dholuo motion verbs which express intransitive, transitive and 

deictic motions for analysis, and discusses the semantic components of a motion event and how 

they are realized in the Dholuo verbal and satellite expressions. Various motion descriptions 

such as accompanied, causative and orientation motions, and the satellite framing of the 

Dholuo verbal constructions are also discussed and analysed, with the observation that Dholuo 

tends to express Motion and Manner or Cause in the verb while the Path is expressed in the 

satellites, an observation which further revealed that the Dholuo motion constructions exhibit 

the satellite lexicalization pattern. The study reaches the conclusion that the Figure, Ground, 

Path, Motion, Manner and Cause are all elements of a Dholuo motion event and that in Dholuo, 

motion verbal expressions are lexicalized in the verb. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

BACKGROUND 

1.0 Introduction 

Spatial cognition in linguistics explains how languages structure space. In this study, spatial 

grammar will describe how space is conceptualized in Dholuo. Grammars of space is a “Spatial 

language [which explains] the way languages structure the spatial domain” (Levinson and 

Wilkins 2006:1). Levinson and Wilkins (2006:3) postulate that, “the essential nature of spatial 

concept [is] relational. Most…natural language[s] describe the location or motion of one thing 

with respect to other things. Thus in a spatial description...the „figure‟...is generally located 

with respect to...the „ground‟.” This study aims to discuss how this notion takes place in 

Dholuo, especially by zeroing in on motion verbs. 

This chapter examines lexicalization patterns according to Talmy‟s (1985) Typology which 

establishes the relationship between semantic components of Figure, Ground, Path, Motion, 

Manner and Cause, and the surface elements. He describes verbs and satellites as the surface 

elements in a motion event. Talmy (1985, 1991, 2000) also groups languages into two: verb-

framed languages in which Motion and Path are conflated in the verb while Manner is 

expressed in an isolated element, and satellite-framed languages which have Motion and 

Manner conflated in the verb while the Path is expressed in the satellite. Dholuo verbal 

lexicalization patterns are analysed, and directed motion events as well as directional or 

orientation motion events are discussed with respect to the typology. 

1.1 Background to Dholuo language  

Dholuo is the language of a people called the Luo who largely inhabit the western parts of 

Kenya. The Luo are a Nilotic group and are part of the Nilotes who originated from Wau, 

along the Sue and Jur rivers in Bahr-el-gaza of Sudan. The Luo people moved from their 

original home in southern Sudan through eastern and northern parts of Uganda before entering 

western Kenya leaving behind the other related groups (Ochieng‟ 1985:35 & Ochieng 

1990:10). They, thereafter, settled in western Kenya around 1500-1550 AD (Cohen 1974). 

Today, the Luo occupy the area bordering Lake Victoria in Kenya and the northern parts of 
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Tanzania. According to the population census of 2009, the Luo population now stands at 

4,044,440 (Otieno 2014:2). 

Several studies (Stafford 1967, Okombo1986, Oduol 1990) have established that Dholuo has 

two mutually intelligible dialects namely: the Trans-Yala (TY) also known as the Boro-Ukwala 

(BU) dialect whose speakers live in the County of Siaya and the South Nyanza also known as 

Kisumu-South Nyanza (KSN) dialect which is associated with speakers from Kisumu, Migori 

and Homa-Bay counties. 

 Okombo (1986:2) observes that although the KSN and BU are highly mutually intelligible, by 

just listening to a speaker, one easily distinguishes the dialectal region the speaker comes from 

due to the lexical and phonological variations that exist between the two dialects. The KSN 

variety is considered the standard used in Dholuo publications such as the majority of the 

Dholuo literature, the Bible and the lower primary school readers. It is also the variety that is 

spoken in a wider geographical area (Okombo 1997:2). This study will therefore use the KSN 

dialect because of its standardized nature, and also because it is the variety spoken by the 

researcher. 

1.2 Background to the study of spatial grammar and the satellite frame 

The spatial domain, as considered by Levinson and Wilkins (2006:3-4), may be interpreted as 

comprising stasis and kinesis. Static relations describe space in terms of a located figure with 

respect to time. Statis consists of non-angular description discussed within topology in which 

the figure remains constant from all directions for example “The book is on the table”, and 

angular description in which observation from different angles gives different perspectives 

because the information given depends on the direction of the figure as in “The chair is to the 

left of the table”. The angular relation consists of frames of reference which are further divided 

into intrinsic, relative and absolute references. Kinetic relations are those in which the figure is 

in motion regarding space in relation to time for example “He is driving to town”. Regarding 

motion, Levinson and Wilkins (2006:4,17) observe, “Nearly all descriptions of 

motion...involve...reference to landmarks or ground locations.... Motion is typically specified 

as motion to (towards) a „goal‟, or from a „source‟.” They further note that a motion event 

comprises: “(a) the figure, i.e. the thing moving, (b) the ground, specifying source or goal of 
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motion, (c) the path or trajectory of motion, (d) manner of motion, (e) the predicated event 

itself (others are the site or medium in which the motion takes place, and means or instrument 

of motion)”. 

A background summary of spatial language is illustrated here below: 

 

 

 

                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Conceptual divisions of the spatial domain (Adapted from Levinson & Wilkins 

2006:3) 

Talmy‟s (1985, 1991, 2000) typology also describes a motion event, comprising components 

each of which begins with a capital letter, as consisting of Figure, the moving object in relation 

to Ground; Ground, the object with respect to which the Figure is moving or located; Path, the 

course followed by the moving or located object; Motion, the movement or stationariness of 

the Figure; Manner, how motion is performed; and Cause, what initiates motion itself. In 

Talmy‟s typology the satellite frame is the lexicalization pattern of a language in which Path is 

the core component of a motion event. Thus, in the satellite frame Motion is conflated with 

Manner or Cause in the verb while Path is expressed in the satellite. Talmy‟s notion may be 

exemplified using a Dholuo construction such as Ne gi leng’ore oko e ot „They leaped out of 

the house‟ in which the Figure is gi „they‟, Manner and Motion are conflated in the verb root -

leng’o „leap‟, Path is oko „out‟, and Ground is ot „house‟. This example demonstrates that the 

Statis  

Non-angular 
Angular   

Topology   Frames of reference   
Motion   
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way spatial grammar describes space in relation to time relates to Talmy‟s satellite 

lexicalization pattern and has a bearing on the Dholuo satellite frame lexicalization as well. 

1.3 Statement of the problem 

Space grammars is a relatively new area of research that has not been done by many 

researchers in many languages (Peters 2016:10), even less so on Kenyan languages. While 

studies on Dholuo within the framework of cognitive linguistics have been done, and aspects of 

grammars of space have also been studied (see Ochola 2011), studies on motion verbs have not 

been done, despite the fact that, verbs are probably the most used part of speech in any 

language. Ochola (2011), for example, investigates Dholuo spatial prepositions using Image 

Schema Theory within cognitive semantics, where she observes that Dholuo prepositions have 

a limitation as components of spatial semantics because spatial prepositions can be given a 

non-spatial use through metaphorical extension. However, her study does not look into the 

connection between spatial prepositions and verbs that lexicalize movement, something I 

strongly feel is relevant to this study since motion takes place from one point to another using 

prepositions as the connectors expressing the relationship between the different entities (from 

Figure to Ground) in a motion event. 

This research, therefore, sets out to study the grammars of space using Dholuo motion verbs. It 

investigates the coding of spatial elements in Dholuo, especially by verbal use. The focus of 

this study is, therefore, on the motion verbs, that is verbs which express movement of persons 

and things with regards to space and time; and to establish whether Dholuo lexicalizes Figure, 

Ground, Motion, Path and Manner or Cause as part of the motion event. Using Talmy‟s 

Typology the study aims to try and explain how semantic components are expressed in verbs 

and satellites in spatial semantics of Dholuo within the satellite frame. 

1.4 Research Questions 

To tackle the problem stated above, the following research questions will guide the study: 

1. In which of the verbal elements does Dholuo express motion? 

2. What lexicalizations take place as part of the motion event in Dholuo? 
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3. Which semantic elements describe motion events in Dholuo? 

4. How does Dholuo lexicalize the Path component of a motion event?  

5.  To what extent can Talmy‟s Typology account for the lexicalization of motion in 

Dholuo within the satellite frame?  

1.5 Objectives                                                           

The main objective of this study is to establish the verbal lexicalization of motion events in 

Dholuo. The following specific objectives have been derived from this objective: 

1. To identify and catalogue Dholuo motion verbs. 

2. To describe how Dholuo lexicalizes motion verbs in motion events. 

3. To determine which semantic elements describe motion events in Dholuo 

4. To discuss how Talmy‟s Typology can be used to account for the lexicalization of 

motion in Dholuo within the satellite frame. 

1.6 Scope and Limitations 

This study focuses solely on Dholuo motion verbs, defined as the verbs that indicate the 

presence of motion within a given construction, in relation to spatial description. It also 

analyses how space relations are marked on such verbs, and their relevance to speakers. Verbs 

that do not relate to motion and space are not discussed. 

1.7 Definition of concepts 

The study of Grammars of Space has its own peculiar terms used for its description. These 

terms are here defined according to Talmy‟s (1985, 1991, 2000) typology. 

Figure- the entity that is moving or is located and changes its position in relation to another 

entity called the Ground. 

Ground- the entity which the Figure is moving or located in relation to. 

Path- the course followed by the moving or located object, the Figure. 

Motion- the presence of motion (MOVE) per se or location (BELOC) (Talmy 1985:102). 

Manner- how motion is carried out. 
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Cause- what initiates the motion itself. 

Conflation- a case in which more than one semantic element is lexicalized in one linguistic 

unit. 

Satellites- “certain immediate constituents of a verb root other than inflections, auxiliaries, or 

nominal arguments” (Talmy 1985). They may either be bound or free morphemes. 

Verb-frame- a kind of language in which a verb root expresses both Motion and Path while 

Manner is expressed in a separate component such as a participial adjunct. 

Satellite-frame - a kind of language in which Motion and Manner are expressed in the verb 

while Path is expressed in a satellite. 

Motion event – an event “containing movement or the maintenance of a stationary location” 

(Talmy 1985:85). 

 1.8 Literature review  

A lot of research in Dholuo has been done employing different linguistic categories. A review 

of available literature shows syntax, semantics, pragmatics, lexical and grammatical aspects 

have been studied by many researchers.  

 

However, regarding spatial grammar, Ochola (2011) in her study of Dholuo spatial 

prepositions uses Image Schema Theory within cognitive semantics. She observes that Dholuo 

spatial prepositions can be given a non-spatial use through metaphorical extension. This 

observation reveals that our everyday speech events contain concepts which determine how we 

communicate, think and act. She concludes that „The domain of spatial prepositions, relate 

primarily with the domain of physical space, whereas the figurative senses of the same 

prepositions activate more abstract domains‟. The study on Dholuo spatial prepositions 

discusses the question of how space is coded in Dholuo using prepositions. This relates to how 

Dholuo verbs of motion also express movement regarding time and space. Dholuo motion 

verbs co-occur with prepositions in the motion event constructions. It is in the prepositions that 

the Path or trajectory of motion, the core component of a motion event, is expressed. This 

argument is further developed by Leonard Talmy‟s (1985, 1991, 2000) typology which 

analyses how meaning may be expressed in surface elements (the verbs and satellites). He 

discusses a motion event as comprising the Figure, Ground, Path and Motion, all of which are 
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the minimal semantic components, together with Manner and Cause which are the co-events. 

In his analysis, he describes the distinction between verb-framed and satellite-framed 

languages as lying in semantic components lexicalized in the verb and those that are expressed 

in the satellites. 

 

Talmy‟s Typology has attracted contributions from scholars such as Levinson and Wilkins 

(2006), in their edition of Grammars of Space: Exploration in cognitive diversity, which 

analyses the typology of verbal semantic packaging concerning the contrast between the 

satellite-framed and verb-framed languages. They observe that direction of motion (the Path) 

does not conflate with Manner to form one verb root. In satellite-framed languages, the Path is 

coded in the satellites while Manner is conflated with the verb root, while in the verb-framed 

languages Motion and Path are expressed in the verb as Manner is expressed in some other 

item, for instance in a gerund. Regarding this semantic packaging typology, it is anticipated 

that languages exhibit a distinguishing tendency in the direction of satellite framing or verb 

framing system using Path as the element of differentiation. 

 

Ibarretxe (2002) compares English, Basque and Spanish regarding their motion events 

lexicalization. He argues that the satellite languages (S-languages) express the core information 

(the Path) of the motion event in a particle outside the verb, whereas the verb languages (V-

languages) express the core information (the Path) with Motion in the verb. According to his 

observation on how languages lexicalize the information of the Path element, he concludes that 

English is, depending on its characteristic way of expressing Motion, an S-language since it 

realizes Path in the satellite. However, Basque and Spanish, are V-languages because they 

conflate Path with Motion and express Manner elsewhere in a gerund. This is an important 

observation to this study as it helps to relate the Dholuo constructions to the English ones and 

helps to establish where the Path is realized in Dholuo. 

 

Ameka and Essegbey (2013) analyse the similarities and differences between S-languages, V-

languages and serialising languages using Ewe and Sranan languages. They look at Path as 

what has traditionally constituted to language classification as either satellite-framed or verb-

framed since in the satellite-framed languages Path is realized in the non-verbal elements while 
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in the verb-framed languages it is realized in the verb. However, the verb serialising languages 

realize Path with Manner in finite verbs working as one predicate in a motion clause of 

movement. They argue that serialising languages neither treat Manner as a modifier to the verb 

nor do they differentiate between types of Paths as V-languages do. Like S-languages, they can 

express many grounds within a clause because of their ability to string many verbs together in 

the same clause. These properties make serialising languages behave more like S-languages, 

yet they differ from S-languages since they express only one ground per verb while S-

languages express a multiple of grounds per verb. In conclusion, Ameka and Essegbey observe 

that Serialising languages cannot adapt to Talmy‟s typology and are considered as 

equipollently-framed languages belonging to neither satellite nor verb languages, and are seen 

to be in their own clearly distinguished group. Dholuo also shows instances in which more than 

one verb can be serialized within a clause as in dhi ikel „go bring‟, bi iter „come send‟ and so 

on. 

 

Choi-Jonin and Sarda (2007) discuss the French and Korean frontal and vertical orientation 

verbs. They observe that the two languages code basic intrinsic motion in which orientation of 

a frontal or vertical movement is expressed, whereas orientation of movement in relation to a 

speaker‟s location is expressed by deictic motion. They propose that the Korean orientation 

verbs are compound verbs whose first component indicate intrinsic motion as well as Path of 

motion, while the second component of such verbs express the deictic motion. However, in 

French the intrinsic motion is expressed by the vertical or frontal verbs such as descendrer and 

entrer respectively, while deictic motion is expressed by motion verbs aller and venir. Dholuo 

also expresses vertical and frontal orientation as in lor „climb down‟, idho „climb up‟. The 

deictic motion is expressed by verbs such as bi „come‟, dhi „go‟, dogi „go back‟, duogi „come 

back‟. 

1.9 Conceptual framework 

The study of Space Grammars was first pioneered by a group of forty researchers at Max 

Planck Institute (MPI) for Psycholinguistics who investigated different cultures with 

independent traditions. According to Levinson and Wilkins (2006:2-3), the findings from MPI 

study revealed a striking variability of human spatial thinking. The MPI language of space 
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looks at the descriptions of topology, motion and frames of reference (ibid.). These studies will 

form the basis for this study on Dholuo motion verbs as may be reflected in Talmy‟s typology. 

The central proposition of Talmy‟s typology is the connection between semantic components 

and surface elements in a motion event. Talmy‟s (1985, 1991, 2000) typology describes the 

semantic components or elements as follows: Figure, the object that is moving or located in 

relation to the Ground; Ground, the object the Figure is moving in relation to; Path, the course 

followed by the Figure; Motion, the presence of motion itself as motion (MOVE) or located 

(BELOC); Manner, the way in which motion is carried out; and Cause, what initiates the 

motion itself. Talmy‟s position is that surface elements are the verb and the satellite and he 

explains that satellite is a reference word for “certain immediate constituents of a verb root 

other than inflections, auxiliaries, or nominal arguments” (Talmy 1985:102). 

1.9.1 Lexicalization patterns 

Talmy‟s (1985) typology focuses on the association between meaning and surface components, 

that is, how semantic components may be conveyed in surface elements (the verbs and the 

satellites). Regarding the meaning of motion events, he looks at motion as the activity which 

encompasses both movement and location. Dholuo generally codes location as well as goal and 

source in a prepositional phrase headed by e which denotes „on‟, „at‟, „in‟, „to‟, „of‟, „from‟, 

„onto‟; ei which means „into‟; and iye which means „inside‟, „in‟. Dholuo pronominal o for the 

third person singular (always prefixed to the verb root) does not specify gender like the English 

„he‟ or „she‟. Biro is the modal expression for future „will/shall‟. The word biro also means „to 

come‟. However, the following examples exemplify how Dholuo expresses meaning in surface 

expressions (the verb and the satellite): 

(1)  a. Lwanda no-ng‟ielo-re ei aora. 

NOM/3P-rock PST-roll-RFL into LOC-river 

The rock rolled into the river. 

 

b. Ne en e mesa. 

     PST it-BE LOC-table 

     It was on the table. 
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c. Gi-biro ringo e pap. 

     3PL-FUT run in LOC-field 

     They will run in the field. 

In (1a) ei „into‟ indicates the Path of movement of the Figure lwanda „rock‟ in relation to 

Ground aora „river‟ while in (1b) e „on‟ indicates location of the Figure en „it‟ in  relation to 

the Ground mesa „table‟, and in (1c) e „in‟ indicates the Path of the Figure Gi- „they‟ in relation 

to the Ground pap „the field‟. 

In his lexicalization patterns, Talmy (1985) analyses conflation as an instance in which more 

than one semantic component is lexicalized in one linguistic unit. Motion may be conflated 

with Manner, Cause or Path in the verb. In the satellite frame pattern, Manner or Cause is 

conflated with Motion in the verb while Path is expressed in the satellite. In the verb frame 

pattern Motion and Path are conflated in the verb while Manner is expressed elsewhere for 

instance in a gerund. 

1.9.1.1 Motion and Manner conflated in the verb 

(2)   Jaduong‟ no-reto mwalo pap. 

        NOM/M/SG-old.man PST-rush down LOC-field 

        The old man rushed down the field. 

In this construction Motion and Manner are conflated in the meaning of the verb root reto 

„rush‟ while the Path mwalo „down‟ is expressed in the satellite. 

1.9.1.2 Motion and Cause conflated in the verb 

(3) Ne a-gweyo mipira ei gol. 

PST 1SG-CAUS-kick ball into LOC- goal 

I kicked the ball into the goal. 

Motion and Cause are conflated in the meaning of the verb root -gweyo „kick‟ which causes 

mipira „ball‟ to move, while the Path ei „into‟ is expressed in the satellite. 
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1.9.1.2 Motion and Path lexicalized in the verb 

The second lexicalization pattern is where both Motion and Path are expressed in the verb root 

(Talmy 1985:62). Consider: 

(4) Ne o-donjo dala ko-wuotho. 

PST- 3SG-he- enter    LOC- home while- walking 

He entered the homestead walking. 

Motion and Path are conflated in the verb root -donjo „enter‟ while Manner is expressed 

elsewhere in a gerund –wuotho „walking‟. 

1.9.2 Directed motion events 

According to Talmy (1985:61) motion events contain movement or are directed towards the 

“maintenance of a stationary location”, whereby Figure, Ground, Path and Motion form the 

key “internal components” while Manner and Cause are considered as “external co-event 

components”.  

In Dholuo, these components are realized in a motion event as shown in the following   

illustrations: 

(5) a.   Ong‟er no- lor e yath. 

      NOM- 3P-monkey PST-climb.down from LOC- tree 

      The monkey climbed down the tree. 

        Figure – ong’er „the monkey‟ 

        Motion+Path- nolor „climbed down‟ 

        Ground- yath „the tree‟ 

      b.   Otieno no-dhi ir way mare. 

            NOM-Otieno PST- go to aunt-POSS 

            Otieno went to his aunt. 

In (5a) the verb lor „climb down‟ expresses downward movement from the source yath „tree‟, 

while in (5b) the verb dhi „go‟ expresses a frontal movement towards the goal way mare „his 

aunt‟. 
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Therefore, directed motion events in Dholuo express movements to a goal using verbs such as 

dhi „go‟, dok „go back‟; or from a source using verbs such as wuok „come out‟, a „come from‟. 

1.9.3 Directional motion verbs 

Talmy (1985:25) argues that a motion event may include “Deixis (i.e., motion towards the 

speaker vs. motion away from the speaker”. In Dholuo, there are expressions that code such 

motion deixis as in dhi oko „go out‟, dhi malo „go up‟, dhi piny „go down‟, dhi iye „go in‟, bi 

oko „come out‟, bi iye „come in‟, bi malo „come up‟, bi piny  „come down‟. These motion 

deixes generally express the direction in which one is to move with respect to the speaker who 

serves as the deictic centre. Examples: 

(6)  a.   Dhi oko e laro. 

       IMPER-go out to LOC- yard 

       Go out to the yard. 

The expression dhi oko „go out‟ indicates movement away from the speaker. 

       b.   Dhi malo. 

             IMPER-go up 

 Go up. 

Dhi malo „go up‟ indicates an upward vertical movement away from the speaker. 

        c.   Bi oko. 

  IMPER-come out 

  Come out. 

Bi oko „come out‟ indicates movement towards the speaker. 

        d.   Bi piny. 

  IMPER-come down 

  Come down. 

Bi piny „come down‟ indicates a downward movement as in descending towards the speaker. 

There are other orientation motion verbs such as chorruok „to move‟. Consider the following 

illustrations: 
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(7)      a.     Chorri ir-a. 

       IMPER-move to-LOC-1SG-me 

       Move towards me. 

The speaker is telling the listener to move towards him (the speaker). 

b.     Chorri ir-e. 

        IMPER-move to-LOC-3SG-him/her/it 

        Move towards him or her or it. 

The speaker is telling the listener to move towards another animate being as ir „towards‟ is 

only used with reference to animates. 

c.   Chorri e mesa. 

 IMPER-move to LOC-table 

 Move to the table. 

The speaker is telling the listener to move to the table, e being the head of a prepositional 

phrase used when movement is towards an inanimate object. 

1.10 Hypotheses 

     1.  Dholuo lexicalizes a number of semantic elements in a motion event. 

     2. Dholuo is a satellite-framed language. 

     3. Talmy‟s Typology accounts for the lexicalization of motion in Dholuo within the satellite 

          frame.                   

1.11 Methodology  

1.11.1 Data collection 

This research aims at describing Dholuo verbs of motion. The data for the study consists of a 

collection of motion verbs from selected Dholuo literature. These are easy-readers especially 

story books entitled Otieno Achach by Christian Konjra Alloo and Thuond Luo by Kenya 

Highway Press; the TKK Dholuo Lower Primary School Readers by Kenya Institute of 

Education (KIE); and Dholuo Mit  Buk 1 and Buk 2 by Arthur Odhiambo (for KIE). These 

texts were not selected for any particular reason, but for the simple fact that the Dholuo 
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primary data are occasionally characterized by ellipsis unlike the secondary ones. Being a 

Dholuo native speaker, the researcher was able to identify verbs of movement as used in the 

above mentioned literature. She then recorded the sentences in which the verbs had been used 

for analysis. 

Through purposive sampling, the researcher selected four informants (one man and one woman 

from Migori County in South Nyanza, and one man and one woman from Kisumu County) all 

aged between 32-75 years because she knew they were competent speakers of the Kisumu-

South Nyanza (KSN) dialect of Dholuo, and was confident they would give her correct 

information about the data collected. The researcher also used convenient sampling because the 

secondary data was more readily available for her. The informants counterchecked and 

confirmed the data, further shedding light on cases of synonymous data as being of the KSN 

variety before the analysis.   

1.11.2 Data analysis 

The researcher translated the sentences in which the motion verbs had been identified to the 

nearest English translation. The English version was given to facilitate easy understanding of 

the words. She used the KSN variety of Dholuo in which the literature from which the data 

collected was published because it is the dialect considered as the standard and the more 

commonly spoken one in most of the Luo counties. The data (a total of fifty-one verbs) is 

presented in numbered sentential examples in sub-categories of intransitive and transitive 

sentence constructions, and are analysed according to the conceptual framework of space 

grammars and Talmy‟s typology in relation to the research objectives. 

1.12 Structure of this work 

This chapter has given the background information to the study specifying Space Grammar 

concept using Talmy‟s Typology as the conceptual framework that will guide the research 

discussion. Chapter two will look at Dholuo motion event components. Chapter three presents 

the data for this study. Chapter four presents the description of the Dholuo motion events. 

Chapter five discusses the research observations with regards to the satellite frame and the 

satellite lexicalization pattern in Dholuo motion constructions in relation to Talmy‟s Typology. 
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Finally, chapter six gives the concluding remarks on whether Talmy‟s Typology accounts for 

the Dholuo satellite frame and provides answers to the questions raised on this study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

SEMANTIC ELEMENTS IN THE DHOLUO MOTION EVENTS 

2.0 Introduction 

This chapter looks at motion events in which a description of motion event components is 

given in line with Talmy‟s (1985,1991,2000) typology which describes a motion event in terms 

of six semantic components.  Dholuo is a tone and an SVO language. Generally, Dholuo verbs 

have inflections for tense and person. The tense markers are prefixed to the pronominal subject 

of the verb and suffixed to the pronominal object of the verb. However, Dholuo does not 

specify gender pronominals as in the English (she, he). O is the pronominal for all the third 

person singular (she/he/it). The pronominal denoting subject and object are prefixed and 

suffixed respectively to the verb as follows: 

                      Subject                                                 Object                                                                                                                           

                        a -I                                                        -a  me                                                                                                                                                                                 

                        i -you (2SG)                                           -i   you (2SG) 

                        o- she/he/it                                             -e  her/him/it 

                         wa- we                                                  -wa  us 

                        u- you (2PL)                                          -u  you (2PL) 

                        gi- they                                                  -gi  them 

The PAST nene and perfective nende are usually shortened as ne for all singular pronominals 

and the second person plural. The past tense marker ne is combined with the pronominal as 

follows: 

          ne +  a = na  

          ne + i  =  ni 

          ne + o =  no 

         ne + u =  nu 
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The combined tense and pronominals can be prefixed to the verb as in the following examples: 

         na-dhi                       I went 

         ni-dhi                        you(2SG)  went 

         no-dhi                       he/she/it went 

         nu-dhi                        you(2PL) went 

The pronominal wa (we) and gi (they) do not take this kind of combination for past tense 

constructions and  always take ne- as follows: 

         ne-wa-dhi                we went 

         ne-gi-dhi                  they went 

The difference between imperfective and perfective aspects is indicated only by tone. 

2.1 Motion events 

Talmy (1985:85) explains that Motion as an element of a motion event refers to the 

translocation of an entity, the Figure, with respect to another entity, the Ground. In the 

translocation process, the course followed by the Figure is the Path, the way in which the 

Figure moves is referred to as Manner, and what actuates the movement, the Cause. All these 

semantic components of a motion event are discussed in the following section. 

2.1.1 The Figure 

The Figure (the subject) is the entity moving on a directed Path to or from the Ground which is 

the goal or the source of movement (Levinson and Wilkins 2006:17, Talmy 1985:25). The 

Figure is either a nominal or a pronominal. In Dholuo, the nominal is never affixed to the verb 

unlike the pronominal subject which is always prefixed to the verb root. Consider the 

following: 
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(i) Otieno no-lor ka-a e wi yath... (Otieno Achach, p. 67). 

      NOM-Otieno PST-climb.down while-come from LOC-top tree 

     Otieno climbed down from the top of the tree.... 

Otieno, the nominal subject, is the Figure moving from the source of movement wi yath „the 

top of the tree‟. 

(ii) Opuk ne-o-biro ma o-kadho Apuoyo... (Dholuo Mit Buk Mar 1, p. 68). 

      NOM-tortoise PST-PRO-come and PRO-pass NOM/ACC-hare 

      The tortoise came and passed the hare.... 

The nominal subject Figure which is moving is opuk „the tortoise‟. 

(iii) Kendo ne-gi-goyo abal kuom seche mathoth... (Otieno Achach, p. 20). 

      Again PST-3PL-swim for hours many 

      Again they swam for many hours.... 

The pronominal -gi- „they‟ is the Figure moving. From the verb goyo abal „swim‟, it can be 

inferred that the Figure is moving in the water as the Ground. 

Dholuo uses nominals and pronominals as the Figure in a motion event. The pronominal Figure 

is usually prefixed to the verb root as is shown in construction (iii). 

2.1.2 The Motion 

Motion is the predicated event component which involves a change of location (displacement) 

or containment of the Figure with respect to the Ground (Talmy 1985, 1991, 2000). Levinson 

and Wilkins (2006:4) also advance that, “Nearly all descriptions of motion (…) involve (…) 

reference to landmarks or ground locations (…). Motion is typically specified as motion to (or 

towards) a goal or from a source.” Consider: 

(ix) ... no-dhi ir Akeyo mondo gi-go mbaka (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p. 42) 

      ... PST.PRO-go to LOC-NOM-Akeyo CONJ-so.that PRO-beat chat 

      ... he went to Akeyo so that they could chat. 

Motion is indicated by the verb-root -dhi „go‟ towards Akeyo, the goal (Ground). 
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(v) Ka no-duogo o-a aora... (TKK Supplementary Reader 2, Primary 2, p. 42). 

When PST.PRO-come.back 3SG-come.from LOC-river 

When he came back from the river.... 

Motion is indicated by the verb roots -duogo „come back‟ and -a „come from‟ which indicate 

the direction or source aora „river‟ from which the movement is originating. 

(vi) Akeyo no-ringo e bungu...(TKK Dholuo Book 2A, p. 25). 

NOM-Akeyo PST-run to LOC-bush 

Akeyo ran to the bush.... 

Motion is expressed in the verb root -ringo „run‟ which indicates movement towards the 

Ground bungu „the bush‟. 

2.1.3 The Path 

The Path is the course followed by the Figure in relation to the Ground (Talmy 1985:25). 

Ameka and Essegbey (2013:21) observe that as in, “John went out of the house [,] „Out‟ which 

represents the Path (with capital P) taken by the moving entity (...) is the core element of the 

motion event.” Consider the following: 

(vii) Gor no-dum ei mtoka (TKK Supplementary Reader 3, Primary 2, p.18). 

       NOM-Gor PST.3SG-leap into Loc-car 

 Gor leaped into the car. 

The Path is indicated by ei „into‟ which expresses the course followed by the Figure Gor to the 

Ground mtoka „the car‟. 

(viii) Pi ne-mol e aora-no (TKK Dholuo 2A, p. 18). 

   NOM-water IMP-flow in NOM-river-DEM 

   Water was flowing in that river. 

The Path is indicated by e „in‟ in this construction. Sometimes Dholuo expresses the Path 

conflated with Motion as in the following: 
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(ix) Akeyo gi da-ne jo-donjo e ot (TKK Dholuo Book 2A, p. 21). 

 NOM-Akeyo CONJ grandmother-POSS IMP-go.in to LOC-house 

 Akeyo and her grandmother are going into the house. 

The verb root -donjo „go in‟ conflates both Motion „go‟ and Path „in‟ as is seen in the English 

translation. In Dholuo such Motion and Path conflations are realized in motion verbs such as 

donjo   „go in‟, wuok „come out‟, duogo „come back‟, dok „go back‟. The Path element is also 

expressed by prepositions such as oko „out‟, e „at‟, „in‟, „on‟, „from‟, „of‟, „along‟, wi „over‟, 

„on top of‟, malo „up‟, piny „down‟, bwo „under‟, mabor „away‟, nyaka „up to‟, ei „into‟, dir 

„beside‟, bang „behind‟, nyim „in front of‟. 

2.1.4 The Ground 

The Ground is the entity which acts as a spatial reference point for the motion or location of 

the Figure. It is where the Figure is moving or located in relation to (Talmy 1985:25, Levinson 

and Wilkins 2006:17). Consider: 

(x) Ka no-duogo o-a aora... (TKK Supplementary Reader 2, Primary 2, p. 42). 

When PST.PRO-come.back 3SG-come.from LOC-river 

When he came back from the river.... 

Aora „the river‟ is the Ground which is the source of movement of the Figure o- „he‟. 

(xi) Ne-gi-dhi gi Mama kod Askari e ot... (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p. 28). 

PST-3PL-go with NOM-mother CONJ NOM-guard to LOC-house 

They went with the mother and the guard to the house.... 

Ot „house‟ is the Ground (goal) in relation to which -gi- „they‟, Mama „the mother‟ and Askari 

„the guard‟ are moving. 

(xii) Ogingo no-idho e wi yath (TKK Supplementary Reader 3, Primary 2, p. 30). 

       NOM-Ogingo PST-climb.up to LOC-top tree 

       Ogingo climbed up to the top of the tree. 
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Ogingo, the Figure, is moving in relation to the Ground wi yath „the top of the tree‟. 

(xiii) Akeyo ne-dhi e skul kende (TKK Dholuo Primary 1, Book 2C, p. 42). 

       NOM-Akeyo IMP-go to LOC-school alone 

      Akeyo was going to school alone. 

Skul „school‟ is the Ground with respect to which Akeyo, the Figure, is moving. 

(xix) Oyieyo ne o-dhi bayo e bungu (Dholuo Mit Buk Mar 2, p. 93). 

       NOM-rat PST 3SG-go a.walk in LOC-forest 

       The rat went for a walk in the forest. 

Bungu „the forest‟ is the Ground, the goal of the movement, with relation to which the Figure 

oyieyo „the rat‟ is moving. 

The above examples demonstrate how Dholuo conceptualizes the Ground as either the source 

(x) or the goal (xi, xii, xiii, xiv) of movement in relation to the Figure in a motion event. 

2.1.5 The Manner 

Other than the core schema, languages express events referred to as the co-events which in the 

domain of motion is either Manner or Cause (Ameka and Essegbey 2013). Manner is the 

component Talmy (1985, 1991, 2000) describes as “the way in which the Figure moves” as in: 

(xv) No-lidho kendo no-molo ei dala... (Otieno Achach, p. 94). 

       3SG.PST-tiptoe and 3SG.PST-go.in into LOC-homestead 

       He tiptoed and went into the homestead.... 

The verb root -lidho „tiptoe‟ indicates Manner of movement since it specifies a particular type 

of motion in which the Figure walks quietly with only the tips of his toes touching the ground. 

(xvi) ... o-dhi mana ko-yuko kendo ko-ywak (Otieno Achach, p. 21). 

        ... 3SG-PFV-go just CONJ-while-PROG-trot CONJ-while-PROG-cry 

       ... she has just gone while trotting and crying. 
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The verb root -yuko „trot‟ indicates a specific way of walking, that is walking rapidly, which 

cannot be realized by the ordinary verb wuotho „to walk‟. Therefore yuko expresses the Manner 

of movement that might not be sufficiently described by the verb wuotho „to walk‟. 

(xvii) No-wich-ore e dho ot mondo o-duogi (Otieno Achach, p. 41). 

       PST.PRO-turn.around-RFL at LOC-mouth house CONJ 3SG-come.back 

       He turned around at the door so as to come back. 

The verb root -wich- literally means „swing around‟, therefore, expresses Manner of motion 

since it denotes a specific way the movement is carried out unlike the second verb root -duogo 

„come back‟ which does not specify how the movement is done. 

 2.1.6 The Cause 

Cause is described as what initiates the motion itself (Talmy 1985, 1991, 2000; Ibarretxe 

2002). Cause conflated with Motion can either be agentive or non-agentive. Consider the 

following examples: 

(xviii) Nyawira o-lwaro Omolo (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p. 11). 

       NOM-Nyawira 3SG-PFV-drop ACC-Omolo 

       Nyawira has dropped omolo. 

The verb root -lwaro „drop‟ conflates Motion with Cause in which the Figure Nyawira causes 

the object Omolo to move. 

(xix) Wuon mare no-kelo-ne mit bilie... (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p. 33). 

       NOM-father POSS PST.3SG-bring-LOC-him ACC-sweet 

       His father brought him sweets.... 

The verb root -kelo- „bring‟ conflates Motion with Cause in which the Figure wuon mare „his 

father‟ causes the object mit bilie „sweets‟ to move. 

(xx) ... punda-ne no-wit-e piny... (TKK Dholuo 2C, p. 46). 

       ... donkey-POSS PST.3SG-CAUS-throw-ACC down 

      ... his donkey threw him down.... 
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The verb root -wit- „throw‟ conflates Motion with Cause in which the Figure pundane „his 

donkey‟ causes the object -e „him‟ to move. 

All the above examples are agentive in which the agent of motion is explicitly expressed as the 

Figure in each construction. It is the subjective Figure which causes another Figure, the object, 

to move. 

(xxi) Otese kwadh-ore e mesa. 

        NOM/PL-papers IMP-CAUS-blow RFL at LOC-table 

        The papers are blowing off the table. 

In this construction, the verb root kwadh- „blow off‟ is a non-agentive Motion conflated with 

Cause since the Figure which initiates motion is not explicitly expressed. Cause is further 

discussed under causative motion (See section 4.1.2). 

2.2 Conclusion 

From the above motion components, it is evident that Dholuo realizes the six motion 

components according to Talmy‟s Typology. The verb expresses either Motion conflated with 

Manner or Cause in one clause unless it serializes a string of verbs in which Manner and 

Motion are conflated in one verb while Cause and Motion are realized in another as in example 

(3) in the next chapter. The verbs are affixed by pronominals and reflexives, something that 

appears rather peculiar in this language. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

DHOLUO MOTION VERBS 

3.0 Data presentation on Dholuo motion verbs 

The data for this study is categorized according to intransitive motion, transitive motion and 

deictic motion.  

3.1 Intransitive motion 

An intransitive motion clause denotes the movement of the Figure, occasionally with regards to 

the Ground (Levinson and Wilkins 2006:136). Consider the following examples: 

(1) Otieno no-lor ka-a e wi yath… (Otieno Achach, p. 67). 

NOM-Otieno PST-climb.down when-come from LOC-top tree 

Otieno climbed down from the top of the tree.... 

The tense marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -lor which is an intransitive verb expressing a 

vertical downward motion of the Figure from the source of movement, wi yath „top of the tree‟, 

in this construction. 

(2) Kendo ne-gi-goyo abal kuom seche mathoth (Otieno Achach, p.20). 

Again PST-3PL- swim for hours many. 

Again they swam for many hours. 

The tense marker ne- and the pronominal Figure gi- „they‟ are prefixed to the verb root -goyo 

abal „swim‟. The verb goyo abal indicates both movement and the way the movement was 

done. Though the Ground where movement is taking place is not mentioned, it can be inferred 

as the water since that is the only place where swimming can be done. 

(3) Kane o-temo, ne-o-kier o-luar mana piny (TKK Supplementary Reader 3, Primary 2, p. 36). 

When 3SG PST-try PST- 3SG-slip 3SG- fall just down 

When he tried, he just slipped and fell down. 
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This construction has the verb roots -kier „slip‟ and -luar „fall‟ serialized and it is only to the 

first verb root -kier that the tense marker ne- is prefixed. The same tense marker is applicable 

to the second verb root -luar, though it is not overtly marked.  

(4) No-lidho kendo no-molo ei dala… (Otieno Achach, p. 94). 

3SG.PST- tiptoe and 3SG.PST-go.in into LOC-home 

He tiptoed and went into the homestead.... 

A combination of tense and pronominal no- is prefixed to both the verb roots -lidho „tiptoe‟ 

and -molo „go in‟. The verb root -lidho conflates Motion and Manner, while the verb root -

molo conflates Motion and Path although the construction expresses Path again in ei „into‟ 

which is in the satellite. 

(5) Opuk ne-o-biro ma o-kadho Apuoyo… (Dholuo Mit Buk Mar 1, p.68). 

NOM-Tortoise PST-PRO-come and PRO-pass NOM/ACC- hare  

The tortoise came and passed the hare…. 

In the above construction both the tense ne- and the pronominal o- markers are prefixed to the 

first verb root -biro. Only the pronominal marker o- is prefixed to the second verb root -kadho 

because the tense marker ne- is covertly applied to it. The first verb root -biro is intransitive in 

this construction, but the second verb root -kadho is transitive since it takes the object Apuoyo 

„hare‟.  

(6) ... o-dhi mana ko-yuko kendo ka o-ywak (Otieno Achach, p. 21). 

... 3SG-PFV-go just CONJ-while-PROG-trot CONJ when PRO-PROG-cry 

... she has just gone while trotting and crying. 

The verb root -dhi is prefixed by the pronominal o- „she‟ while the verb root -yuko „trot‟ is 

prefixed by the conjunction ko- „while‟. The verb root -ywak „cry‟ (not a motion verb) is also 

prefixed by the pronominal o- „she‟. The perfective aspect is not overtly marked on the verbs 

because Dholuo is a tone language. 

(7) Omolo no-go-re piny… (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p.10). 

NOM-Omolo PST.3SG-fall-RFL down 

Omolo fell down…. 
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The combination of tense and pronominal marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -go- which 

conflates Motion and Manner while the Path is expressed in the satellite piny „down‟. The 

word piny „down‟ may also mean the earth‟s surface, the world or simply the preposition 

„down‟. 

(8) … no-wuotho e-dho dukni ka o-penjo tich (Otieno Achach, p.38). 

… PST.PRO- walk at-LOC- mouth shops while 3SG-ask job 

... he walked in front of the shops asking for a job. 

The combination of tense and pronominal marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -wuotho 

which expresses Motion. The Path is expressed in e-dho „in front of‟ the Ground dukni „shops‟. 

(9) … wahia no-chik-ore piny ka-ringo biro moso mama-gi (TKK Sup. Reader 3 Pri 2, p.19). 

… NOM/PL-child PST-jump-RLF down while-PROG-run INF-come greet LOC- mother- 

      POSS      

… the children jumped down running to come and greet their mother. 

The tense and the pronominal marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -chik- „jump‟. The verbs 

ringo „run‟ and biro „to come‟ are not marked for tense because ringo is progressive while biro 

is infinitive in the sentence.  In this construction mamagi „their mother‟, the goal for the 

motion, is the Ground. 

(10) No-wich-ore e dho ot mondo o-duogi  (Otieno Achach, p.41). 

      PST.PRO-turn.around-RFL at LOC- mouth house CONJ 3SG-come.back 

He turned around at the door so as to come back. 

The tense and the pronominal marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -wich- which literally 

means „swing around.‟ In the construction -wich- conflates both Motion and Path, while the 

Ground is dhot „the door‟. 

(11) Adoyo ne-reto mondo o-chop dala piyo... (TKK Sup. Reader 2 Pri. 2, p.39). 

NOM-Adoyo IMP-rush CONJ-so as 3SG-INF-reach LOC-home quickly 

Adoyo was rushing so as to reach home quickly…. 
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The Imperfective Aspect ne- is prefixed to the verb root reto- „rush.‟ Reto, an infinitive verb, 

denotes walking fast hence conflates Motion and Manner. The pronominal marker o- is 

prefixed to the infinitive verb root -chop „to reach‟, a transitive verb since it takes the object 

dala „home‟. 

(12) … no-dhi ir Akeyo mondo gi-go mbaka (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p. 42). 

      … PST.PRO-go to NOM-Akeyo CONJ-so.that they-beat chat 

 ... he went to Akeyo so that they could chat. 

The combination of tense and pronominal marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -dhi „go‟. The 

preposition ir „to‟ is used only with animates. 

(13) Kanyo ne-gi-powo-re mana kama jolupo gowo-e…  (Otieno Achach, p.28). 

      ADV-thither PST-3PL-emerge-RLF just LOC- where NOM-fishermen anchor-at 

They emerged just there at the fishermen’s marina…. 

The tense marker ne- and the pronominal subject -gi- are prefixed to the verb root -powo- 

„emerge.‟ The verb root -powo- which conflates Motion and Manner is also suffixed by the 

reflexive -re while the verb root gowo- „anchor‟ is prefixed by the preposition -e „at‟. 

(14) Ka no-duogo o-a aora… (TKK Supplementary Reader 2, Primary 2, p. 42).   

      When PST.PRO-come.back 3SG-come.from LOC-river           

When he came back from the river…. 

The tense and pronominal marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -duogo „come back‟ which 

conflates Motion and Path while the pronominal o- „he‟ is prefixed to the verb root -a „come 

from‟. 

(15) Ne-gi-ringo ka gi-chik-ore e wi yien ...  (TKK Supplementary Reader 1 Primary 2, p. 

23). 

PST-3PL-run when 3PL-PROG-jump-RFL on LOC-top tree 

They ran jumping on top of the trees. 

The verb root -ringo „run‟ is prefixed by the tense marker ne- and the pronominal -gi- „they‟ 

respectively. The progressive verb root -chik- „jumping‟ is also prefixed by the pronominal gi- 
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and suffixed by the reflexive -ore. The Path is expressed by e „on‟ while the Ground is realized 

in wi yath „top of the tree‟. 

(16) Kich no-wuok mang‟eny kadwaro jasik-gi… (TKK Sup. Reader 2 Pri 2, p.13). 

NOM-bee PST- ALL-come.out many while search NOM-enemy-POSS 

Many bees came out searching for their enemy…. 

The tense marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -wuok „come out‟ which implies movement 

towards the goal jasikgi „their enemy‟. Wuok in this construction also indicates motion of the 

Figure kich from an undisclosed source, the Ground. 

(17) Kich ne-fuyo mapiyo moloyo ng‟wech mane gi-ringo (TKK Sup. Reader 2 Pri 2, p. 13). 

NOM-bee IMP-fly fast than running which 3PL-IMP-run 

The bees were flying faster than the race they were running. 

The tense marker ne- is prefixed to the verb root -fuyo which indicates the motion of the Figure 

kich in this construction is in some unspecified location in space. 

(18) Akeyo no-ringo e bungu... (TKK Dholuo Book 2A, p.25). 

      NOM-Akeyo PST-run to LOC- bush 

      Akeyo ran to the bush.... 

The tense marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -ringo. The verb root -ringo indicates the 

motion of the Figure Akeyo towards the Ground bungu „bush‟. 

(19) Ne-gi-kadho gichien ka gi-luro mos (TKK Supplementary Reader 2 Primary 3, p.13). 

      PST-3PL-pass far.away while 3PL-PROG-walk.stealthily slowly 

      They passed far away walking stealthily. 

The tense and the pronominal markers ne- and -gi- respectively are prefixed to the verb root –

kadho „pass‟. The pronominal gi- is also prefixed to the verb root -luro „walk stealthily‟. 

Gichien „away‟ is the Path of movement. 
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(20) Mapiyo ng‟ato ka ng‟ato no-chiko i pi... (TKK Supplementary Reader 2 Primary 2, 

p.15). 

      Very.fast NOM- person each NOM-person PST 3SG- head in water. 

Each person headed into the water very fast…. 

The tense marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -chiko „head‟ which conflates Motion and 

Manner. Ng’ato ka ng’ato „each person‟ is the Figure, i „into‟ is the the Path, and pi „water‟, 

the Ground. Chiko indicates a directed motion. 

(21) Ne-gi-dhi gi Mama kod Askari e ot... (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p.28). 

      PST-3PL- go with NOM-mother and NOM-guard to LOC- house 

      They went with the mother and the guard to the house…. 

The tense marker ne- and the pronominal -gi- „they‟ are prefixed to the verb root -dhi „go‟. The 

pronominal -gi-, Mama and Askari are all part of the Figure moving towards the Ground, ot 

„house‟. 

(22) Kane yie o-se- lew-ore e wi pi … (Otieno  Achach, p.29). 

When NOM- boat 3SG-ADV-already PFV- float-RFL on top LOC-water 

When the boat had already floated on top of the water.... 

The verb root -lew- is prefixed by the pronominal o- and the adverb -se- „already‟, and suffixed 

by the reflexive -ore indicating the motion is self-agentive. The verb lew „float‟ expresses how 

the motion takes place. It, therefore, conflates Motion and Manner. The Path is expressed by e 

wi „on top of‟ and the Ground by pi „water‟. 

(23) Mama no-wuok ka o-winjo koko (TKK Supplementary Reader 3, Primary 2 p. 27). 

NOM-mother PST-come.out when 3SG-she-hear noise 

The mother came out when she heard the noise. 

The tense marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -wuok- „come out‟ which conflates Motion 

and Path. The prefix o- which is affixed to the verb root winjo- „hear‟ (not a motion verb) is a 

pronominal referring to the Figure mama. 
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(24) ... nene gi-leng‟-ore ka gi-a e yie ... (Otieno Achach, p. 30). 

      ... PST 3PL-leap-RFL while 3PL-come from LOC-boat 

... they leaped as they came out of the boat…. 

Nene indicates past tense. The pronominal Figure gi- „they‟ is prefixed to the verb root -leng‟- 

„leap‟ to which the reflexive -ore is also suffixed. Leng‟ conflates Motion and Manner. The 

second verb root -a „come from‟ prefixed by the pronominal gi- „they‟ is also followed by the 

preposition e „from‟ again. The preposition is therefore used repetitively in this construction. 

(25) … Otieno no-por mana kuom-e … (Otieno Achach, p.41). 

… NOM-Otieno PST-pounce just on LOC-3SG-him 

… Otieno just pounced on him…. 

The tense marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -por „pounce‟ which conflates Motion and 

Manner since it specifies what kind of jump indicating motion of the Figure Otieno towards the 

pronominal Ground -e „him‟. The suffix -e „him‟ is affixed to the Path kuom- „on‟. 

(26) Omolo ne ok nyal chik-ore (TKK Book 2C, p. 43). 

NOM-Omolo PST NEG MOD-can jump-RFL 

Otieno could not jump. 

The intransitive verb root chik- is suffixed by the reflexive -ore. Negation is indicated by ok 

while mood is expressed by nyal „can‟. 

(27) Ogingo no-idho e wi yath (TKK Supplementary Reader 3, Primary 2, p. 30). 

NOM-Ogingo PST-climb to LOC-top tree 

Ogingo climbed to the top of the tree. 

The verb root -idho „climb‟ is prefixed by the tense marker no-. The verb idho is intransitively 

used in this construction. 

(28) Ne-gi- biro ir Omolo (TKK Dholuo Primary 1 Book 2C, p.34). 

PST-3PL-come to LOC- Omolo 

They came to Omolo. 
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The tense marker ne- and the pronominal -gi- are prefixed to the verb root -biro. The verb biro 

indicates motion towards the goal, Omolo. The preposition ir „to‟ is only used when movement 

is towards an animate being. 

(29) Akeyo ne-dhi e skul kende (TKK Dholuo Primary 1 Book 2C, p.42). 

NOM-Akeyo IMP-go to LOC-school alone 

Akeyo was going to school alone. 

 The prefix ne- prefixed to the verb root -dhi „go‟ indicates Imperfective Aspect since it has not 

been followed by the pronominal marker o. Dhi does not specify a specific way of motion, but 

is directional. 

(30) Gor no-dum ei mtoka (TKK Supplementary Reader 3 Primary 2, p.18). 

NOM- Gor PST.3SG-leap into LOC-car 

Gor leaped into the car. 

The tense marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -dum „leap‟ which conflates Motion and 

Manner indicating movement towards the Ground mtoka „the car‟ along the Path ei „into‟.  

(31) Ne-gi-kadho but kund gwen (TKK Supplementary Reader1 Primary 2, p.40). 

      PST-3PL-pass near LOC-coop chicken 

      They passed near the chicken coop. 

The tense marker ne- and the pronominal subject -gi- „they‟ are prefixed to the verb root -

kadho „pass‟. Whenever the tense marker and the pronominal are prefixed to the verb, it is the 

tense marker that comes first followed by the pronominal. The adverb but „near‟ is the Path of 

movement while the Ground is kund gwen „chicken coop‟. 

(32) Akeyo gi da-ne jo-donjo e ot (TKK Doluo Book 2A, p.21). 

NOM-Akeyo CONJ grandmother -POSS IMP-go.in to LOC-house 

Akeyo and her grandmother are going into the house. 

Jo- prefixed to the verb root -donjo „go in‟ is a prefix applied to the third person plural only in 

Imperfective constructions.  Donjo is usually followed by a preposition e „to‟ or ei „into‟ 
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although it already conflates Motion and Path. The nominal da- „grandmother‟ is suffixed by -

ne which is a possessive for „his or her‟. 

(33) Otieno no-mol mana gi chong-e mos mo-dhi e tipo yath moro (Otieno Achach, p. 9)  

NOM-Otieno PST-crawl just with knee-POSS slowly CONJ-go to LOC-shade tree 

certain 

Otieno just crawled slowly on his knees and went to a certain shade. 

The verb mol may mean „to crawl‟ or „to flow.‟ The tense marker no- is prefixed to the verb 

root -mol „crawl‟ which conflates Motion and Manner in this construction. The prefix mo- 

„and‟ prefixed to the second verb -dhi is a conjunction. Chong- „knee‟ is suffixed by the 

possessive -e „his‟. 

(34) Pi ne-mol e aora-no (TKK Dholuo Book 2A, p.18). 

NOM-water IMP-flow in NOM-river-DEM 

Water was flowing in that river. 

The tense marker ne- is prefixed to the verb root -mol „flow‟ which does not indicate any 

specific way of water movement. The Ground aora- „river‟ is suffixed by the demonstrative -

no „that‟. The Path is expressed by e „in‟ in the satellite. 

(35) Oyieyo ne o-dhi bayo e bungu (Dholuo Mit Buk Mar 2, p.93). 

NOM-rat PST 3SG-go for.a.walk in LOC-forest 

The rat went for a walk in the forest. 

The tense marker ne is not prefixed to the verb neither is it combined with the pronominal o-. 

The pronominal o- is prefixed to the verb root -dhi „go‟ which simply expresses motion, but 

does not specify the way in which that motion is performed. Dholuo uses both nominal and 

pronominal before the verb in past tense constructions as evidenced in this sentence.  

(36) No-idho e gorofa malo kama ofis mare nitie (TKK Sup. Reader 3 Pri 2, p. 9). 

      PST-climb.up to LOC-storey up where office POSS-his BE-is 

      He climbed up to the storey where his office is.                                                                       
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The tense and pronominal no- is prefixed to the verb root -idho „climb‟, which essentially 

means to „climb up‟, followed by malo „up‟, not considered as repetitive although the verb idho 

„climb up‟ already conflates Motion and Path. Nitie „is‟ is a verb of being. 

(37) Omolo no-dhi konyo wuon-gi e kund dhok... (TKK Dholuo Book 2A, p. 30). 

NOM-Omolo PST-go INF-help father POSS-at LOC-shed cow 

Omolo went to help their  father at the cowshed…. 

The combination of tense and pronominal marker no- is prefixed to the verb -dhi „go‟ which 

indicates motion of the Figure Omolo towards the Ground kund dhok „cowshed‟. Wuon- 

„father‟ is suffixed by the possessive -gi „their‟ 

(38) Nyithindo wuotho e laini (TKK Dholuo Book 1D, p. 30). 

NOM/DIM/PL-child IMP-walk in LOC-line 

The children are walking in a line. 

In the above construction, the verb wuotho „walk‟ does indicate the Figure nyithindo „children‟ 

are moving, but not in a particular way of walking. The Path is expressed by e „in‟ and the 

Ground is laini „line‟.  

(39) Ne-gi-reto kod-e e mesa mar ndiko (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p. 29). 

PST-3PL- rush with.him to LOC-table for writing 

They rushed with him to the writing table. 

The tense marker ne- and the pronominal -gi- are prefixed to the verb root -reto „rush‟ which 

conflates Motion and Manner. The person being rushed with is indicated by -e „him‟ which is 

suffixed to the preposition kod- „with‟. The next e „to‟ is the preposition which indicates the 

relationship between -e „him‟ and the Ground mesa „table‟. 

(40) Odhiambo o-dum malo (TKK Dholuo Book 1C, p. 21). 

NOM-Odhiambo 3SG-PFV-jump up 

Odhiambo has jumped up. 
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The pronominal marker o- „he‟ is prefixed to the verb root -dum „jump‟. In a Perfective Aspect 

construction, the nominal (as in Odhiambo) is followed by a pronominal for the same person 

and is not regarded as a repetition.  

(41) Odhiambo o-go-re piny (TKK Dholuo Book 1C, p. 22) 

NOM-Odhiambo 3SG PFV-fall-RFL down 

Odhiambo has fallen down. 

The pronominal marker o- is prefixed to the verb root -go- „fall‟ to which the reflexive -re is 

also suffixed. The verb go alone may also mean „to beat up‟, therefore Dholuo specifies the 

two meanings by the use of the preposition piny „down‟ to mean „fall‟. 

(42) Kede no-donjo ei kombe (TKK Supplementary Reader 2 Primary 2, p.13). 

NOM-stick PST-go.in into LOC-beehive 

The stick went into the beehive. 

The tense marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -donjo „go in‟ which indicates movement of 

kede „stick‟ into kombe „beehive‟. Donjo which also means „to enter‟ is a directional verb and 

is usually followed by the preposition e „in‟ or ei „into‟ in Dholuo as demonstrated in this 

construction. 

(43) … ne-gi-ringo dala kendo … (Thuond Luo, p. 6). 

      … PST-3PL-run LOC- home again 

      … they ran home again…. 

The tense marker ne- and the pronominal -gi- are prefixed to the verb root -ringo. The 

pronominal gi „they‟ is the moving Figure in relation to Ground dala „home‟. 

(44) Otieno no-lucho-re ... ma o-dhi nyaka Kinesi kendo (Otieno Achach, p. 40). 

NOM-Otieno PST-sneak-RFL ... CONJ-and PRO-he-go up.to LOC-Kinesi again 

Otieno sneaked ... and went up to Kinesi again. 

The tense marker no- is prefixed to the first verb root -lucho- „sneak‟ which conflates Motion 

and Manner and to which the reflexive -ore is suffixed too, while the second verb root -dhi 
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„go‟ is prefixed by the pronominal o- „he‟. The second verb root -dhi is not marked for tense 

because the first one -lucho- is already marked. 

(45) Dha-no no-chor-ore ir-e … (Otieno achach, p. 94). 

F/NOM-woman-DEM PST-move-RFL towards- LOC-3SG 

That woman moved towards him…. 

The demonstrative -no „that‟ is suffixed to the female nominal dha-. The tense marker no- is 

prefixed to the verb root -chor- „move‟ with the reflexive -ore-  also suffixed to the verb root. 

From the above discussion, the Dholuo intransitive motion verbs do not take the object. They 

are preceded by nominals and are prefixed by the tense marker and the pronominal subject. 

They are followed by prepositions some of which act as the Path of movement as in ei „into‟ 

(30); conjunctions such as mondo „so that‟, ka „while‟ (11, 24) respectively, or an adverb such 

as mana „just‟ (6). Generally the intransitive verbs in Dholuo constructions indicate movement 

of the subject Figure either with respect to the goal or from the source of movement, but in 

some cases it is not indicated where the movement is directed to as in (5). Dholuo also allows 

for repetition of the subject as in Otieno no-luchore... „Otieno sneaked...‟(44). The Figure is 

Otieno, but the prefix no- is also a combination of the tense marker ne and the pronominal o 

„he/she‟. The Path is also repetitive as in kede no-donjo ei kombe... „the stick went in into the 

beehive...‟ (42). The verb donjo „go in‟ already conflates Motion and Path. Yet it is followed 

again by ei „into‟ as the Path. 

3.2 Transitive motion 

A Transitive motion clause may describe the movement or location of the Figure in orientation 

towards the Ground (Levinson and Wilkins 2006:136). The following are some of those 

instantiations: 

(46) Nyawira o-lwaro Omolo (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p.11). 

      NOM-Nyawira 3SG-PFV-drop ACC-Omolo 

Nyawira has dropped Omolo. 
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The pronominal marker o- is prefixed to the verb root -lwaro. Lwaro may mean to drop or to 

cause something to fall down forcefully if the agent of the motion is agitated. Nyawira is the 

agentive Figure while Omolo is the undergoer in this construction. 

(47) Mama, Ruoth gi Odero ne jo-luwo-gi (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p. 29).  

      NOM-mama NOM-chief CONJ-and NOM-Odero PST PL-follow-PRO-them 

      The mother, the chief and Odero followed them. 

The plural marker for the third person jo- is prefixed to the verb root -luwo- „follow‟ which is 

also suffixed by the pronominal object -gi „them‟. The Figure comprises mama „mother‟, ruoth 

„chief‟ and Odero. 

(48) Wuon mare no-kelo-ne mit bilie … (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p. 33). 

NOM-father POSS PST.3SG-bring-LOC-him ACC-sweet 

His father brought him sweets…. 

The tense marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -kelo- to which -ne „him‟, the indirect 

objective pronominal, is also suffixed. The verb root -kelo „bring‟ indicates translocation of the 

Figure wuon mare „his father‟ towards the goal -ne „him‟. The object of the verb is mit bilie 

„sweets‟. 

(49) … no-ter-e ir laktar mondo onene (TKK Supplementary Reader 2, Primary 2, p. 47). 

… PST.PRO-take ACC-him to LOC-doctor INF-see him 

… she took him to the doctor to see him. 

The combination of tense and subjective pronominal no- is prefixed to the verb root -ter- „take‟ 

and the objective pronominal -e „him‟ is suffixed to it as well. 

(50) Bang‟e no-idho … dier ng‟e Nyawira (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p. 5). 

      Later PST.3SG-climb.up … LOC-back Nyawira 

      Later, he climbed … the back of Nyawira. 

The combined tense and the pronominal marker no- is prefixed to the verb -idho „climb‟. The 

object is dier ng’e Nyawira „the back of Nyawira‟ which is also the Ground.  
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(51) … Otieno no-dhiro nyathi wadgi no ei pi (Otieno Achach, p. 20). 

      … NOM-Otieno PST-push child.fellow DEM into LOC-water 

… Otieno pushed that fellow child into the water. 

The combination of tense and pronominal marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -dhiro which 

is transitive. The Figure Otieno is the subject while nyathi wadgi no „that fellow child‟ is the 

object. Pi „the water‟ is the Ground. The Path is expressed by ei „into‟. 

(52) … no-diro olow mare ei pi … (Otieno Achach, p. 26). 

      … PST.PRO-CAUS-throw hook POSS-his into LOC-water 

… he threw his fishing hook into the water …. 

The tense and pronominal marker no- is prefixed to the verb -diro „throw‟. The prefix no- is a 

combination of the tense marker and the subject. The object is olow mare „his fishing hook‟. In 

this construction, olow mare „the fishing hook‟ is what was caused to move towards the 

Ground pi „the water‟. 

(53) No-luoro yath … mondo o-ne ka kich nie yi-e (TKK Sup. Reader 2 Pri 2, p. 23).       

PST.PRO-go.around tree …CONJ- so that 3SG-see if bee BE-LOC-inside-it 

He went around the tree … to see if there were bees inside it. 

The tense and the pronominal marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -luoro „go around‟ which 

conflates Motion and Path. The preposition is indicated by „around‟ which is expressed in the 

verb root -luoro. The verb luoro literally means „to circle‟. The pronominal o- prefixed to the 

verb root -ne „see‟ (not a motion verb) still refers to the subject. 

(54) Mama no-tero-gi kama opidhie apuoche (TKK Sup. Reader 3 Pri 2, p. 22). 

      NOM-Mother PST-take-ACC-them LOC-where PASS-are.rear PL-rabbit 

      The mother took them to where rabbits are reared. 

The tense and pronominal marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -tero-. The verb is also 

suffixed by the objective pronominal -gi „them‟. The verb opidhie „are reared‟ is a passive 

construction. 
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(55) Bang‟e ne-gi-sembo dhok gi-duoko kama ne-gi kwaye (TKK Sup.Reader2 Pri 2, p. 23).   

      Later, PST- 3PL-drive NOM-cattle 3PL-return to LOC-where 3PL-graze 

      Later, they drove the cattle and returned them to the pasture. 

The tense marker ne- and the pronominal -gi- „they‟ are prefixed to the verb root -sembo 

„drive‟. The verb sembo indicates movement of the subjective Figure -gi- „they‟ and the 

accusative entity dhok „cattle‟ towards the Ground kama negi kwaye „the pasture‟. The verb 

root -duoko „return to‟ is prefixed by only the pronominal -gi and not the tense marker ne- as 

Dholuo rarely repeats the tense marker once it has been marked on the first verb within the 

same clause. The verb duoko also indicates motion of the subject gi- „they‟ with the object 

dhok back towards the pasture. Both the verb roots -sembo and -duoko are transitive, causative 

and accompanied motions. 

(56) Punda-ne no-wit-e piny … (TKK Dholuo 2C, p. 46). 

NOM-donkey-POSS PST- throw-ACC-him down 

His donkey threw him down …. 

The possessive -ne „his‟ is suffixed to punda- „donkey‟. The tense marker no- is prefixed to the 

verb root -wit- and the objective suffix -e is suffixed to it as well. In this construction the 

subjective Figure pundane „his donkey‟ causes the motion of the objective pronominal -e 

„him‟.   

(57) … o-rido ji maber e kor got (TKK Supplementary Reader 2 Primary 2, p. 6). 

… INT/3SG IMP-slide people well along LOC-chest mountain 

… it slides people well along the mountain slope. 

The pronominal subject o- which is also the instrument for motion in this construction is 

prefixed to the verb -rido „slide‟. The object being caused to move is ji „people‟. 

(58) Osiepe Akech gi Ogingo no-kowo-gi nyaka e dho rangach (TKK Sup.Reader 3 Pri 2, 

p.3).  

NOM-friends Akech CONJ Ogingo PST-escort-ACC-3PL up.to LOC-mouth gate 

The friends of Akech and Ogingo escorted them up to the gate. 
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The tense marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -kowo- „escort‟. The objective suffix -gi is 

also suffixed to the verb root. Osiepe Akech gi Ogingo „Akech and Ogingo‟s friends‟ form the 

subjective Figure translocating towards the Ground dho rangach „the gate‟ together with the 

objective entity gi- „them‟. 

(59) Wuon-gi ne-riembo mtoka mos … (TKK Sup. Reader 3 Pri 2, p. 7).    

NOM-father-POSS IMP-drive ACC-car slowly 

Their father was driving the car slowly... 

The Imperfective Aspect marker ne- is prefixed to the verb root -riembo „drive‟ which is a 

transitive motion verb. The subjective Figure wuon-gi „their father‟ causes the object mtoka 

„car‟ to move. 

(60) Chieng‟ moro guo-ge no-icho mwanda (Thuond Luo, p .6). 

 NOM-day another NOM-dog-POSS PST-chase ACC- antelope 

Another day, his dog chased an antelope. 

The tense marker no- which is prefixed to the verb root -icho implies „to chase with intent to 

catch‟. The motion expressed by the verb icho indicates that both the subject guoge „his dog‟ 

and the object mwanda „antelope‟ are moving at the same time. 

(61) … eka no-riembo mwanda (Thuond Luo, p. 6). 

... then PST.PRO-chase ACC- antelope 

… then he chased the antelope. 

The tense and pronominal marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -riembo „chase‟. The verb 

riembo may mean to „chase away‟, „to chase with the intent to catch‟, „to go after‟, or „to drive 

a vehicle.‟ The pronominal subjective Figure is contained in the prefix no- while the object is 

mwanda „antelope‟.  

(62) … no-yudo ka Otieno pod ng‟ielo-re e lowo … (TKK Sup. Reader 2 Pri 2, p. 43).  

      … PST.PRO-find when NOM-Otieno still PROG-roll-RFL on LOC-soil 

      … she found Otieno still rolling himself on the ground. 
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The combination of tense and pronominal marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -yudo „find‟ 

which is not a motion verb. The second verb root ng’ielo- suffixed by the reflexive -re is self-

agentive and indicates that Otieno performed the rolling on himself, hence Otieno is both the 

subject and the object of the verb. 

(63) Jalo no-se-ywa-ye mo-gol-e oko e dho pi (Otieno Achach, p. 21- 22). 

      M/NOM-man PFV-already-pull-ACC-him and-remove-ACC-him out of LOC-mouth  

      water 

      That man had already pulled and removed him out of the shore. 

The tense marker no- and the adverbial -se „already‟ are prefixed to the verb root -ywa- to 

which the object -ye „him‟ is also suffixed. The verb roots -ywa- „pull‟ and -gol- „remove‟ are 

both transitive. The subjective Figure of the two verbs is jalo „that man‟. The conjunction mo- 

„and‟ is prefixed to the verb root -gol „remove‟ which is also suffixed by the objective marker -

e „him‟. The Path is expressed by oko e „out of‟ while the Ground is dho pi „the shore‟. 

(64) Japuonj no-tero-wa e tie aora (Dholuo Mit Book 2, p. 82). 

NOM-teacher PST-take-ACC-1PL to LOC-foot river 

The teacher took us to the river bank. 

The tense marker no- is prefixed to the verb root -tero- „take‟ which is transitive and indicates  

Japuonj „teacher‟, the subject, is taking the pronominal object -wa „us‟ to tie aora „the river 

bank‟. The objective pronominal -wa „us‟ is suffixed to the verb root -tero- too. 

(65) Kiche gweyo mupira (TKK Dholuo Book 1C, p.12). 

      NOM-Kiche PROG-kick ACC-ball 

      Kiche is kicking the ball. 

The subject Kiche is the agent of the verb gweyo „kick‟ which puts the object mupira „ball‟ into 

motion. The Dholuo present tense construction does not indicate its marker on the verb like it 

does in the Imperfective Aspect constructions since it is expressed by the tone.  

From the above examples, it is evident that Dholuo transitive verbs take the subject and the 

object in much the same way English does and are preceded either by nominals or prefixed by 

subjective pronominals. The indirect object precedes the direct object as is indicated in 
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construction (48) in which the verb root -kelo „bring‟ is suffixed by the indirect object -ne 

„him‟ then followed by the direct object mit bilie „sweets‟. The verb is also prefixed by the 

tense marker no-, but the nominals are never affixed to it as in (65).  

3.3 Deictic motion 

Deictic motion is expressed by orientation motion verbs that “express motion towards or from 

the speaker (deictic motion) and/or frontal and vertical orientation” (Talmy 1985:25). The 

following are examples of Dholuo deictic motion expressions: 

(66) “Lor piny piyo mondo i-nyis-a ane maber!” (Otieno Achach, p. 8). 

 IMPER-climb.down down quickly CONJ-so that 2SG-PT-tell-1SG-ACC properly 

“Climb down quickly so that you tell me properly!‟‟ 

The speaker is ordering the listener i- „you‟ to climb down. The verb lor „climb down‟ refers to 

a downward vertical orientation movement which, according to the sentence, implies that the 

speaker is ordering the listener to move from where he is downwards to him (the speaker). The 

pronominal i „you‟ is prefixed to the verb root -nyis- „tell‟ and the objective pronominal -a 

„me‟ is also suffixed to it as well. 

(67) “Akeyo, bi, retane …” (TKK Dholuo Book 2A, p. 16). 

VOC/NOM-Akeyo IMPER-come hurry up  

“Akeyo, come, hurry up ….” 

The verb bi „come‟ indicates movement towards the speaker. 

(68) “Eee Sibuor… Kwach, ee, dwog-uru.” (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p. 8).  

 Eee, VOC/NOM-Sibuor… Kwach ee IMPER-come.back-2PL 

 “Eee Sibuor … Kwach, you come back.” 

The suffix -uru „you‟ is suffixed to the verb root dwog- „come back‟ which indicates 

movement towards the speaker. 
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(69) “… dhi i-kel pi e okombe.” (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p. 19). 

  ... IMPER-go 2SG-bring water in cup 

 “… go and bring water in a cup.” 

The verb dhi „go‟ indicates movement away from the speaker. The pronominal Figure i- „you‟ 

is prefixed to the verb root -kel „bring‟ which indicates movement towards the speaker.  

(70) “Donj-ot ku” (Otieno Achach, p. 46). 

       IMPER-enter-LOC- house ADV-hither 

      “Enter the house here.” 

The adverb ku „here‟ indicates where the speaker is. The motion verb root donj- „enter‟ which 

is prefixed to -ot „house‟, is directed towards the speaker as is demonstrated by the adverb ku. 

From the data presented in this chapter it is noted that the Dholuo pronominal for the third 

person singular o can be incorporated with the past tense marker ne to form the morpheme no 

which represents both tense and person as  is used in constructions such as No-lidho... „He 

tiptoed...‟ (4). Such a construction is used in a succeeding sentence when the nominal subject 

has already been mentioned in the preceding text. Dholuo also uses a nominal and a 

combination of tense and pronominal marker no- within the same clause before the verb as in 

...Otieno no-por... „...Otieno pounced...‟ (25). 

The Dholuo verb does not have auxiliaries. The remote and near imperfective aspects are 

determined tonally as the verb is prefixed only by ne- as in ...ne-riembo... „...was driving...‟ 

(59) to indicate imperfective. The same case applies to the perfective aspect whereby only the 

pronominal, for example a-,i-, o-, u-, wa- or gi-, is prefixed to the verb as in Nyawira o-lwaro... 

„Nyawira has dropped...‟ (46). The o- in this respect is a pronominal, not an auxiliary because 

Dholuo expresses a nominal followed by a pronominal in that order in perfective constructions. 

Apart from being suffixed by the object of the verb, the verbs are also suffixed by reflexives as 

in lew-ore „floating by self‟ (22). The deictic motion verbs are not prefixed by tense or 

pronominal marker, but can be suffixed by the second person as in ...dwog-uru „...come back 

you people‟ (68). 
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3.4 Conclusion 

The Dholuo motion verbs are affixed by tense and subjective pronominal prefixes and 

objective pronominal suffixes. Temporal and conjunctive prefixes such as ko-/ka- „while/when‟ 

and mo-/ma- „and‟ respectively are prefixed to the verb root. The affixation of subjective 

pronominal prefixes and the objective pronominal suffixes indicates the SVO status of the 

Dholuo language which is also seen in the position of the nominal as in (65). The subjective 

nominals precede the verb while the objective nominals appear after the verb. The motion 

verbs are divided into transitive which expresses accompanied or caused motion, and 

intransitive motion. There are also a few deictic verbs such as bi, dhi, donj, lor piny, idh malo, 

and so on. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DHOLUO MOTION EVENT DESCRIPTION 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter looks at the description of motion events and also discusses instances of 

accompanied motion, causative motion and orientation as evidenced in the Dholuo motion 

constructions. 

4.1 Dholuo motion event description  

Talmy (1975, 1985, 2000) postulates that a motion event comprises at least five semantic 

components per clause: Figure, Ground, Path, Motion, Manner or Cause. The foregoing 

discussion therefore brings us to the observation made by Levinson and Wilkins (2006:17), 

“Thus, in The bird flew up into a tree, the figure is the bird, the ground is the tree, the path is 

expressed by up into, and the predicated motion together with manner of motion is expressed 

by flew.” Consider the following Dholuo constructions: 

Example 18: 

Akeyo no-ringo e bungu…. 

NOM-Akeyo PST.3SG-run to LOC-bush 

Akeyo ran to the bush…. 

The Figure is Akeyo, the Ground is bungu „the bush‟, the Path is e „to‟ and Motion conflated 

with Manner is -ringo „ran‟. 

Example 25: 

… Otieno no-por mana kuom-e… 

… NOM-Otieno PST.3SG-pounce just on LOC-him 

… Otieno just pounced on him…. 

The Figure is Otieno, the Ground is -e „him‟, the Path is kuom „on‟ and Motion conflated with 

Manner is por „pounced‟. 
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Example 30: 

Gor no-dum ei mtoka. 

NOM-Gor PST.3SG-leap into LOC-car 

Gor leaped into the car. 

The Figure is Gor, the Ground is mtoka „the car‟, the Path is ei „into‟ and Motion conflated 

with Manner is -dum „leaped‟      

Example 33: 

Otieno no-mol mana gi chong-e mos mo-dhi e tipo yath moro. 

NOM-Otieno PST-crawl just with knee-POSS-his slowly CONJ-go to LOC-shade tree certain 

Otieno just crawled slowly on his knees and went to a certain shade. 

The Figure is Otieno, Motion conflated with Manner is mol „crawl‟, the Ground is tipo yath 

moro „a certain shade‟. 

Example 38: 

Nyithindo wuotho e laini. 

DIM/NOM.PL-child IMP-walk in LOC-line 

The children are walking in a line. 

The Figure is Nyithindo „the children‟, the Motion conflated with Manner is wuotho „walking‟, 

the Path is e „in‟ and the Ground is laini „a line‟. 

Example 53: 

N-o-luoro yath…. 

PST.3SG-go.around LOC-tree 

He went around the tree…. 

The Figure is -o- „he‟, the Motion conflated with Path is -luoro „went around‟ and the Ground 

is yath „the tree‟. 
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Example 57: 

… o-rido ji maber e kor got. 

INT/3P-PST- slide ACC-people well along LOC-chest mountain 

It slides people well along the mountain slope. 

The instrument is o- „it‟, the Figure is ji „people‟. The Motion conflated with Manner is -rido 

„slides‟, the Path is e „along‟ and the Ground is kor got „the mountain slope‟. 

Example xxi: 

Otese kwadh-ore e mesa. 

NOM-PL-paper IMP-blow-RFL from LOC-table 

The papers are blowing off the table. 

The Figure is otese „the papers‟, the Motion conflated with Cause is kwadhore „blowing‟, the 

Path is e „off‟ and the Ground is mesa „the table‟. 

In Dholuo there are instances when not all the semantic elements may be explicitly expressed 

especially in intransitive motion as in the following: 

(71) Punda-no ne-giro matek. 

      NOM-donkey-DEM IMP-gallop which.hard 

      That donkey was fast galloping. 

The Figure is pundano „that donkey‟. Motion conflated with Manner is -giro „gallop‟, but the 

Path and the Ground are not explicitly expressed in this construction. 

Example 2: 

Kendo ne-gi-goyo abal kuom seche mathoth. 

 Again PST-3PL-swim for hours many 

They swam for many hours again. 

The Figure is the pronominal -gi- „they‟, Motion is conflated with Manner in the verb root  -

goyo abal „swim‟, the Path is kuom „for‟, the Ground is not expressed, but is implicitly 

referenced.                
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Example 27: 

Ogingo no-idho e wi yath. 

 NOM-Ogingo PST-climb to LOC-top tree 

Ogingo climbed to the top of the tree. 

The Figure is Ogingo, Motion is conflated with Manner in the verb root -idho „climb‟, the 

Ground is wi yath „top of the tree‟. The Path expressed by e „to‟.   

4.1.1 Accompanied motion 

Levinson and Wilkins (2006:136) argue, “The other type of Transitive clause refers to 

accompanied motion: the figure, the subject, moves in the company of the object, which is also 

moving.” Consider the following: 

Example 49: 

… n-o-ter-e ir laktar mondo o-nen-e. 

… PST-3SG-take-him to LOC-doctor INF he see-ACC 

… she took him to the doctor to see him. 

The verb root -ter- „take‟ indicates accompanied motion since the pronominal Figure -o- „she‟ 

and the object -e „him‟ are both moving towards the Ground laktar „the doctor‟.  

Example 55: 

Bang‟e ne-gi-sembo dhok gi-duoko kama ne-gi-kwaye. 

Later PST-3PL-drive ACC-cattle 3PL-take.back LOC where PST-3PL-graze.at 

Later they drove the cattle and took them back to the pasture. 

The Figure -gi- „they‟ and the object dhok „the cattle‟ are moving together to the Ground kama 

negikwaye „the pasture‟. The verb roots -sembo „drive‟ which conflates Manner with Motion‟ 

and duoko „take back‟ which conflates Motion with Path are accompanied motions of the 

Figure and the object.  
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Example 58: 

Osiepe Akech gi Ogingo no-kowo-gi nyaka e dho rangach. 

NOM-friends Akech and Ogingo PST-escort-ACC- up.to LOC-mouth gate 

Akech and Ogingo’s friends escorted them up to the gate. 

The Figure Osiepe Akech gi Ogingo „Akech and Ogingo‟s friends‟ and the objective 

pronominal -gi „them‟ moved alongside each other indicated by the verb root -kowo- „escort‟ 

towards the Ground dho rangach „the gate‟. Motion conflates with Manner in the verb kowo 

„escort‟, the Path is expressed in the satellite nyaka „up to‟. The word gi may also mean the 

conjunction „and‟ or the pronominal „they/them‟ according to individual constructions. 

Example 64: 

Japuonj ne-o-tero-wa e tie aora. 

NOM-teacher PST-3SG-take-2PL to LOC-foot river 

The teacher took us to the river bank. 

The verb root -tero- expresses an accompanied motion since the Figure japuonj „the teacher‟ 

and the pronominal object -wa „us‟ are moving together towards the Ground tie aora „the river 

bank‟. Tero „take‟ conflates Motion with Manner. 

4.1.2 Causative motion 

In a causative motion, the object is propelled into movement by the Figure, also known as the 

subject (Levinson and Wilkins, 2006:136). Causative (also referred to as agentive) motion 

describes Motion conflated with Cause in the verb. According to Talmy‟s (1985:62) definition 

of the Figure as being the entity that moves along the Path towards the Ground, the undergoer 

therefore becomes the Figure while the agent becomes more of an instrument of motion that 

may not necessarily move in the process. Consider the following constructions: 

Example 51: 

Otieno no-dhiro nyathi wadgi no ei pi. 

NOM-Otieno PST-CAUS-push ACC-child fellow DEM-that into LOC-water 

Otieno pushed that fellow child into the water. 
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The verb root –dhiro „push‟ conflates Motion with Cause in which the Figure Otieno causes 

the object nyathi wadgi no „that fellow child‟ to move, while the Path is expressed in the 

satellite ei „into‟. 

Example 52: 

... no-diro olow mare ei pi.... 

... PST.PRO-CAUS-throw hook POSS-his into LOC-water 

… he threw his fishing hook into the water.... 

Motion is conflated with Cause in the verb root -diro „throw‟ in which the Figure -o- „he‟ is 

causing the object olow „fishing hook‟ to move. The Path is expressed in the satellite ei „into‟. 

Example 56: 

Punda-ne no-wit-e piny…. 

NOM-donkey-POSS-his PST-CAUS-throw-ACC-him down 

His donkey threw him down…. 

Motion is conflated with Cause in the verb root wit- „throw‟ indicating the movement of the 

object –e „him‟ is caused by the Figure pundane „his donkey‟, while the Path is expressed in 

the satellite piny „down‟. 

Example 57: 

... o-rido ji maber e kor got. 

... INST.3SG-PT-CAUS-slide ACC-people well along LOC-chest mountain 

... it slides people well along the mountain slope. 

The Motion is conflated with Cause in the verb root -rido „slide‟ which implies that the 

instrument o- „it‟ which serves as the Figure, causes the object ji „people‟ to move. Path is 

expressed in the satellite e „along‟. 
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Example 63: 

Jalo no-se-ywa-ye mo-gol-e oko e dho pi. 

M/NOM.DEM-man PFV-already-CAUS-pull-ACC-him CONJ-CAUS-remove-ACC out at 

LOC-mouth water 

That man had already pulled and removed him out to the shore. 

Motion and Cause are conflated in the verb roots -ywa- „pull‟ and -gol- „remove‟. The Figure 

Jalo „that man‟ caused e „him‟ to move. The Path is expressed in the satellite oko „out‟. 

4.1.3 Orientation motion 

Orientation motion may be frontal indicating movement in/into or out/out of, or vertical 

indicating movement up/down (Choi-Jonin & Sarda 2007:176-186). Levinson & Wilkins 

(2006:137) argue that in oriented motion the motion vector or Path may or may not be 

specified in relation to the Ground as in chase, emerge, follow.  There are certain verbs which 

express such meaning indicating the direction or trajectory of the motion as illustrated in the 

following constructions: 

Example 4: 

No-lidho kendo no-molo ei dala.... 

PST.3SG-tiptoe and PST.3SG-go.in into homestead 

He tiptoed and went into the homestead.... 

The second verb root -molo „go in‟ expresses frontal orientation movement which is directed 

towards the Ground dala „homestead‟ along the Path ei „into‟. 

Example 13: 

Kanyo ne-gi pow-ore mana kama jolupo gowo-e …. 

Thither PST-3PL-emerge RFL-just LOC-where fishermen anchor at 

They just emerged there at the marina …. 

Pow- „emerge‟ is a verb root that indicates frontal orientation of the Figure -gi- towards the 

Ground (goal) kama jolupo gowoe „marina‟. Pow- conflates Motion and Manner. 
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Example 16: 

… kich no-wuok mang‟eny kadwaro jasik-gi …. 

… NOM-bee PST-come.out a lot while.search NOM-enemy POSS 

… a lot of bees came out searching for their enemy …. 

Wuok „come out‟ indicates frontal orientation of the Figure kich „the bees‟ away from an 

unspecified source (Ground). The verb root -wuok „come out‟ conflates Motion and Path. 

Example 20: 

Mapiyo ng‟ato ka ng‟ato no-chiko i pi.... 

Very.fast NOM-person DET-each NOM-person PST.3SG face in LOC-water 

Each person headed into the water very fast.... 

The Figure ng’ato ka ng’ato „each person‟ is moving facing the direction of motion towards 

the Ground pi „the water‟, indicated by the verb root -chiko „head‟. The verb chiko conflates 

Motion and Manner while Path is expressed by i „into‟. Chiko which literally means „to face‟ 

lexicalizes the frontal orientation of the Figure towards the Ground. 

Example 32: 

Akeyo gi da-ne jo-donjo e ot. 

NOM-Akeyo CONJ-and NOM-grandmother-POSS IMP-go.in to LOC-house 

Akeyo and her grandmother are going into the house. 

Frontal orientation is expressed by the verb root –donjo „go in‟ which conflates Motion and 

Path of the Figure Akeyo and dane „her grandmother‟ towards the Ground ot „the house‟.  

Example 42: 

Kede no-donjo ei kombe. 

NOM-stick PST-go.in into LOC-beehive 

The stick went into the beehive. 

The verb root -donjo „go in‟ indicates frontal orientation of the Figure kede „stick‟ into the 

Ground kombe „beehive‟. Donjo conflates Motion with Path. 
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Example 47: 

Mama, Ruoth gi Odero ne jo-luwo-gi (TKK Dholuo Book 2C, p. 29). 

NOM-mother NOM-chief and NOM-Odero PST 3PL-follow-ACC-them 

The mother, the chief and Odero followed them. 

The verb root -luwo „follow‟ indicates frontal orientation towards the pronominal object -gi- 

„them‟, which is the Ground. The Figure is Mama, Ruoth and Odero, the Motion conflated with 

Manner is realized by luwo „follow‟. The Path is not expressed in this construction. 

Example 60: 

Chieng‟ moro guo-ge no-icho mwanda. 

NOM-day another NOM-dog-POSS PST-chase ACC-antelope 

Another day, his dog chased an antelope. 

The verb root –icho „chase‟ indicates frontal orientation towards the goal mwanda „antelope‟. 

Manner and Motion are conflated in the verb icho while Path is not expressed in this 

construction. 

Vertical orientation indicating up/down movement were also observed in the following 

constructions: 

Example 1: 

Otieno no-lor ka-a e wi yath.... 

NOM-Otieno PST-climb.down while-come.from from LOC-top tree 

Otieno climbed down from the top of the tree. 

Vertical orientation is indicated by the verb -lor „climb down‟ which conflates Motion and 

Path of the Figure Otieno from the Ground wi yath „top of the tree‟. Lor „climb down‟ can also 

be used together with piny „down‟ as in lor piny „climb down down‟ (66) which in English 

would be a repetition of the Path. However, in Dholuo such an expression is not viewed as 

repetitive. 
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Example 3: 

Ka-ne o-temo, no-kier o-luar mana piny. 

When-PST 3SG-try PST.3SG-slip 3SG-drop just down 

When he tried, he just slipped and dropped down. 

The verb root –luar „drop‟ indicates a vertical orientation movement of the Figure o- „he‟ down 

from some unspecified higher Ground. The Path is expressed by piny „down‟. 

Example 7: 

Omolo no-go-re piny.... 

NOM-Omolo PST-fall-RFL down.... 

Omolo fell down.... 

A downward vertical orientation is indicated by the verbal phrase gore piny „fall down‟. The 

Figure Omolo is moving from an unspecified source, but the Path is expressed by piny „down‟. 

Example 27: 

Ogingo no-idho e wi yath. 

NOM-Ogingo PST-climb.up to LOC-top tree 

Ogingo climbed up to the top of the tree. 

The verb root -idho „climb up‟ indicates an upward vertical orientation movement of the Figure 

Ogingo towards the Ground wi yath „top of the tree‟. The verb idho „climb up‟ conflates 

Motion and Path. 

Example 40: 

Odhiambo o-dum malo. 

NOM-Odhiambo 3SG-PFV-jump up 

Odhiambo has jumped up. 

The verb root -dum „jump‟ indicates an upward vertical orientation motion of the Figure 

Odhiambo. Path is expressed by malo „up‟ which also indicates the direction of the movement. 
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The Dholuo motion event expresses a series of entities right from the Figure to the Ground. 

The movement of the Figure is demonstrated as in Gor nodum ei mtoka „Gor leaped into the 

car‟ (30). The Figure is Gor, the Motion conflated with Manner is nodum „leaped‟, the Path is 

ei „into‟, and the Ground is mtoka „the car‟. Through the example of this construction it is 

evident that the Dholuo motion event includes the first four central elements (Figure, Motion, 

Path and Ground) and one Core-event, Manner. In a construction like Otieno nodhiro nyathi 

wadgi no ei pi „Otieno pushed that fellow child into the water‟ (51), Otieno is the Figure, 

nodhiro „pushed‟ is Motion conflated with Cause, nyathi wadgi no „that fellow child‟ is the 

object which is caused to move, ei „into‟ is the Path, and pi „the water‟ is the Ground. Again it 

has been demonstrated that together with the first four primary semantic elements, Cause has 

been expressed as the Co-event. These examples demonstrate that Dholuo lexicalizes a motion 

event according to Talmy‟s typology, an argument that will be further supported by a 

discussion on the satellite frame in the next chapter. 

 4.2 Conclusion 

According to the discussion presented in this chapter, Dholuo motion events encompass the six 

semantic elements. Although all the six components occasionally are not realized in a single 

clause at the same time, five of them are and there is evidence that Talmy‟s typology is 

instantiated in the constructions analysed herein. In accompanied motion, although motion is 

initiated by the Figure, both the Figure (subject) and the object move together towards the 

Ground. In causative motion, the Figure spurs the object into motion though the Figure may 

not necessarily move. Oriented motion is essentially directional. The motion indicates certain 

orientation towards the Ground by the Figure or object. It could be downwards, sideways or an 

upward motion. It has also been evidenced that the Path, the core information of the motion 

event, appears in the satellite outside the verb as will be demonstrated in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

TALMY’S TYPOLOGY AND DHOLUO MOTION EVENTS 

5.0 Discussion of research observations 

This chapter discusses observations from the data analysis presented in this study according to 

Talmy‟s (1985, 1991, 2000) typology. It aims at identifying what the study reveals concerning 

the research objectives in relation to: 

(i) The satellite frame 

(ii) The satellite lexicalization pattern in Dholuo motion constructions 

5.1 The satellite frame 

Talmy‟s primary interest is how semantic elements in a motion event are realized in surface 

forms, which he refers to as the verbs and the satellites. He uses the term satellite to refer to 

“certain immediate constituents of a verb root other than inflections, auxiliaries or nominal 

arguments” (Talmy 1985:102). He argues that the satellite relates to the verb root as a 

dependent to a head as in the „English particle „out‟ in the phrase „run out’ in which „out‟ is the 

satelllite‟ (Talmy 2000:102, Ameka and Essegbey 2013:22). Consider the following Dholuo 

observations: 

Example 7: 

Omolo no-gore piny…. 

NOM-Omolo PST.3SG-fall down 

Omolo fell down…. 

The satellite is expressed by the Path piny „down‟ which is the immediate constituent of the 

verb root –go- „fall‟. 
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Example 30: 

Gor no-dum ei mtoka. 

NOM-Gor PST-leap into LOC-car 

Gor leaped into the car. 

The satellite is expressed by the Path in (7) as piny „down‟ and (30) as ei „into‟. Piny and ei are 

immediate constituents of the verb roots -gor- „fall‟ and dum „leap‟ respectively. This 

observation is in line with Talmy‟s definition of satellite as any grammatical category that is an 

immediate constituent of a verb root which is in a sister relation to the verb root, and modifies 

it (Talmy 1985:62). Other examples are as follows: 

Example 34: 

Pi ne-mol e aora-no…. 

NOM-water IMP-flow in LOC-river-DEM 

Water was flowing in that river …. 

The satellite is expressed by the Path e „in‟. 

Example 40: 

Odhiambo o-dum malo. 

NOM-Odhiambo PFV-leap up 

Odhiambo has leaped up.  

The satellite is expressed by the Path malo „up‟. 

Example 63: 

Jalo no-se ywa-ye mo-gol-e oko e dho pi. 

DEM/M/NOM-man PFV-already pull-ACC CONJ-remove-him out of LOC-mouth water 

That man had already pulled and removed him out of the shore. 

The satellite is expressed by oko „out‟ which is the Path. 
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5.2 The satellite lexicalization pattern 

The term lexicalization is used to interpret the verb as a word class in which different semantic 

components are realized (Talmy1985, Wienold 1995). Talmy (1985, 1991, 2000) regards 

languages in which Manner conflates with Motion in the meaning of the verb while Path is 

expressed in the satellite as satellite-framed languages. He points out that the surface 

expressions in English capable of realizing the Path is a combination of the satellite and the 

preposition as in a-idho malo e wi yath „I have climbed up to the top of the tree‟. However, in a 

case where the Ground is not expressed, it is the preposition that disappears while the satellite 

is retained as in a-idho malo „I have climbed up‟. In the satellite-framed constructions, Talmy 

considers the Path as the core information or schema which is expressed in the satellite (Talmy 

1975: 184, 1985:102). Ameka and Essegbey (2013:20) argue, “Satellite-framed languages are 

those in which the preferred means of expressing Path (the core component of a motion event) 

is a non-verbal element associated with a verb.” 

In the data analysed in this study, it has been observed that there are Dholuo constructions in 

which Manner and Motion are conflated in the verb while the Path is expressed in the satellite. 

Consider the following instantiations: 

Example 3: 

Kane o-temo, ne-o-kier o-luar mana piny. 

When 3SG-try PST-3SG- slip 3SG-fall just down 

When he tried, he just slipped and fell down. 

Manner and Motion are conflated in each of the serial verb roots -kier „slip‟ and -luar „fall‟. 

The Path is expressed in the satellite piny „down‟. 

Example 4: 

No-lidho kendo no-molo ei dala …. 

PST.PRO-tiptoe CONJ-and PST.PRO-go.in into LOC-home 

He tiptoed and went into the homestead. 
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Motion and Manner are conflated in the verb -lidho „tiptoe‟, while the Path is expressed in the 

satellite ei „into‟. 

Example 7: 

Omolo no-go-re piny…. 

NOM-Omolo PST-fall-RFL down 

Omolo fell down…. 

Motion and Manner are conflated in the verb root -go- „fall‟ while Path is expressed in the 

satellite piny „down‟. 

Example 8: 

… no-wuotho e-dho dukni ka o-penjo tich. 

… PST.PRO-walk at-LOC-mouth shops while 3SG-ask job 

… he walked in front of the shops asking for a job. 

-wuotho „walk‟ conflates Manner with Motion. The Path is expressed in the satellite e „in front 

of‟. 

Example 9: 

… wahia no-chik-ore piny ka-ringo biro moso mama-gi. 

… DIM/NOM/PL-child PST-jump-RFL down while-run come greet ACC-mother-POSS 

… the children jumped down running to come and greet their mother. 

Motion and Manner are conflated in the verb roots -chik- „jump‟ and -ringo „run‟. Path is 

expressed in the satellite piny „down‟. 

Example 19: 

Ne-gi-kadho gichien ka gi-luro mos. 

PST-3PL-pass far.away while 3PL- walk.stealthily slowly 

They passed far away walking stealthily. 
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Motion and Manner are conflated in the verb root -luro „walk stealthily‟. The Path is expressed 

in the satellite gichien „away‟. 

Example 22: 

Kane yie o-se lew-ore e wi pi …. 

When NOM-boat 3SG-already PFV-float RFL on LOC-top water 

When the boat had already floated on top of the water …. 

The verb root lew- „float‟ conflates Motion and Manner. E „on‟ is the satellite in which the 

Path has been expressed. 

Example 24: 

... nene gi-leng‟-ore ka gi-a e yie.... 

... PST 3SG-leap-RFL while 3SG-come.from from LOC-boat 

... they leaped as they came out of the boat.... 

The verb root -leng‟ „leap‟ conflates Motion and Manner, while Path is expressed by e „out of‟ 

in the satellite. 

Example 25: 

… Otieno no-por mana kuom-e …. 

… NOM-Otieno PST-pounce just on ACC-him 

… Otieno just punced on him …. 

The root verb -por „pounce‟ conflates Motion and Manner. The Path is expressed in the 

satellite kuom „on‟. 

Example 30:   

Gor no-dum ei mtoka. 

NOM-Gor PST-leap into LOC-car 

Gor leaped into the car. 
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The root verb -dum „leap‟ conflates Motion and Manner. The Path is expressed in the satellite 

ei „into‟. 

Example 34: 

Pi ne-mol e aora-no. 

NOM-water IMP-flow in LOC-river-DEM-that 

Water was flowing in that river. 

Motion and Manner are conflated in the verb root -mol „flow‟ while Path is expressed in the 

satellite e „in‟. 

Example 36: 

No-idho e gorofa malo kama ofis mare nitie. 

PST.PRO- climb to LOC-storey up where office POSS-his is 

He climbed up to the storey where his office is. 

The verb root -idho „climb‟ conflates Motion with Manner. The Path is expressed in the 

satellite malo „up‟. 

Example 38: 

Nyithindo wuotho e laini. 

DIM/NOM/PL-child IMP-walk in LOC-line 

The children are walking in a line. 

The verb wuotho „walk‟ conflates Motion and Manner. The Path is expressed in the satellite e 

„in‟. 

Example 40: 

Odhiambo o-dum malo. 

NOM-Odhiambo 3SG-PFV-leap up 

Odhiambo has leaped up. 

The Motion and Manner are conflated in the verb root -dum „leap‟ and the Path is expressed in 

the satellite malo „up‟. 
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The Dholuo lexicalization pattern generally exhibits the conflation of Motion and Manner in 

the verb while Path (the core schema in a motion event) is in the satellite or in the combination 

of both the satellite and the preposition. Talmy‟s typology accounts for the satellite frame 

interpretation of the Path expression in the combination of the satellite and the preposition as in 

...nomolo ei dala... „...he went into the homestead....‟ (4). Ei „into‟ is a combination of the 

satellite e „in‟ and the preposition i „to‟. On the other hand the Dholuo verb is also capable of 

expressing the Path in the satellite alone when the Ground is not expressed as in Omolo nogore 

piny „Omolo fell down (7). Piny „down‟ expresses the Path in the satellite while the preposition 

is not indicated because the Ground has not been expressed in the construction. This argument 

implies that Dholuo has an inclination towards the satellite frame lexicalization pattern.   

5.3 Conclusion 

The observations were made according to Talmy‟s notion of the satellite frame. It was 

observed that some Dholuo motion events where the Ground is mentioned have the Path 

expressed in both the satellite and the preposition whereas where the Ground is not expressed it 

is only the satellite expressed. It was also established that Dholuo conflates Manner or Cause 

with Motion in the verb as has been demonstrated using the data presented for this study.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusion 

This study aimed at discussing Dholuo motion verbs and the lexicalization of semantic 

elements in Dholuo motion events using the typology developed by Talmy (1985, 1991, 2000) 

among others. It examined how Dholuo expresses motion with regards to time and space in a 

motion event. The discussion was guided by the research questions regarding verbal elements 

expressed in Dholuo, lexicalizations in Dholuo motion events, semantic elements, the Path 

component of a motion event and Talmy‟s typology notion of the satellite frame. 

Dholuo prefixes tense marker and subjective pronominal and suffixes the objective pronominal 

to the verb. It also combines the tense and the subjective pronominal into one marker no and 

uses it in the subjective position in a case where a nominal for the same pronominal had been 

mentioned in the preceding sentence. It does not indicate auxiliaries, and therefore the 

Imperfective and Perfective Aspects as well as the Present Tense are all distinguished only by 

tone. Although the Dholuo motion verb is affixed by tense and pronominals, motion is 

expressed in the verb in which Motion can be either conflated with Manner or Cause. 

From the observations drawn in this study, a Dholuo motion event comprises Figure, the 

moving entity with regards to Ground (the source or goal of motion); Ground, the object the 

Figure is moving with respect to; Motion, the translocation or stationariness of the Figure in 

relation to Ground; Path, the course followed by the Figure; Manner, the way in which motion 

is carried out; and Cause, what actuates motion. As part of the lexicalization process of a 

Dholuo motion event, Motion may be conflated with Manner in the verb while Path is 

expressed in the satellite as in (7) or it may be conflated with Cause in the verb while Path is 

expressed in the satellite as in (8). Talmy‟s Typology accounts for the satellite frame 

lexicalization pattern of most of the Dholuo motion events according to the data analysed in 

this study. 

However, occasionally Dholuo also expresses Motion conflated with Path while another Path is 

expressed in the satellite as in (1), (4), (10), (53). In some instances Motion conflates with Path 
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in the verb and immediately after, the same Path is repeated as in donjo ei... „go.in into...‟ (42), 

lor piny... „climb.down down...‟ (66) and others such as idh malo „climb.up up‟. Talmy‟s 

typology does not account for this kind of Dholuo repetitive tendency of the Path. Talmy does 

not also account for the repetitive subjective Figure in which Dholuo uses a nominal and a 

pronominal successively as in (40), (41), (46); the incorporation of the tense with a pronominal 

as the subject of the verb as in constructions (4), (8), (10); and the affixation of the 

pronominals as well as reflexives to the verb as in (7), (10). Are these peculiarities unique to 

only Dholuo? 

6.2 Recommendations 

The basis of this study was the spatial grammar analysis of Dholuo motion verbs using 

Talmy‟s Typology. It is recommended that a similar study be carried out using other elicitation 

tools such as „Men and Tree Game‟, „the Frog Story‟ and so on to further investigate whether 

Dholuo is a verb- framed or a satellite-framed language; and/or a split system. 
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APPENDICES 

 APPENDIX 1: MOTION VERBS 

Dholuo       English 

1. A                  to come from 

2. Bi/Biro      to come 

3. Chiko       to head off 

4. Chikruok           to jump 

5. Choro       to move 

6. Dhi       to go 

7. Dhiro       to push 

8. Diro       to throw  

9. Dok        to go back 

10. Donjo       to go in/to enter 

11. Dum       to leap/ to jump 

12. Duogo       to come back/ to return 

13. Fuyo       to fly 

14. Giro       to gallop 

15. Goruok piny      to fall down/fall 

16. Goyo abal      to swim 

17. Gweyo       to kick 

18. Icho       to chase 

19. Idho       to climb up 

20. Kadho       to pass 

21. Kelo       to bring 

22. Kier       to slip 

23. Kowo       to escort 

24. Kwadho      to blow off/to fan 

25. Lak       to crawl 

26. Leng‟ruok                                                        to leap 

27. Lewruok      to float 
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28. Lidho       to tiptoe 

29. Lor       to climb down 

30. Luaro/lwaro      to drop 

31. Luchruok                                                                    to sneak 

32. Luoro       to go around 

33. Luwo       to follow 

34. Mol       to flow/to crawl 

35. Molo       to go in 

36. Ng‟ado      to cross 

37. Ng‟ielo      to roll 

38. Por       to pounce 

39. Powruok      to emerge 

40. Reto       to rush/to hasten 

41. Rido       to slide 

42. Riembo      to drive /to send away/to chase 

43. Ringo       to run 

44. Sembo       to drive animals 

45. Tero       to take 

46. Wicho       to turn around 

47. Wito       to throw 

48. Wuok       to leave/to come out 

49. Wuotho      to walk 

50. Yuko       to trot 

51. Ywayo       to pull 
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